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Preface
To me (and, I guess, to anyone who reads the report), the most striking finding in this, our third Insurance Banana Skins
survey, is the virtually unanimous conclusion that regulation is the biggest threat that the industry faces.
My initial reaction was that this reflected dissatisfaction with Solvency II – which, as another CSFI report has pointed
out1, seems to have been written with the life insurance industry in mind, no matter what the collateral damage to the
general insurance industry. But, in fact, the unease about regulation is more widely spread; it tops the list of concerns
for virtually everyone, except (of course) regulators themselves. Certainly, Solvency II is top of the pile; but concerns
include the UK’s Retail Distribution Review, the MiFID review, new capital requirements, IFRS etc. The cost and
complexity of these regulations is almost universally felt to be the industry’s biggest challenge.
Other than that, I was intrigued to see the shortage of ‘talent’ in the industry appear at No 6. Given the complaints by
British university graduates about the difficulty of finding well-paying, interesting entry-level jobs in the City, that
should be self-correcting – though insurance’s reputation (unfair, I am sure) as the ‘idiot cousin’ of investment banking
may be hard to shake. More substantial, perhaps, is the increase in perceived political risk.
On the other hand, I was impressed by the sharp drop in the perceived riskiness of complex financial instruments. Are
we really better at managing them? Or is this yet another example of just how short the financial sector’s memory is?
Whatever, this is (as always) a fascinating trawl through the concerns of one of the most important parts of the global
financial services industry. I cannot vouch for its predictive power, but it is certainly a very persuasive picture of what
concerns the insurance industry right now.
Thanks, as usual, to my colleague David Lascelles for pulling it all together. An awful lot more goes into this than
meets the eye. Thanks, too to PwC for its generous support, which is much appreciated – and for its help in ensuring
that we get a strong response from a wide diversity of individuals, firms and geographies.
Andrew Hilton
Director, CSFI
1

Shirley Beglinger: June, 2010. “Struggling up the learning curve: Solvency II and the insurance industry”
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Cover by Joe Cummings
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Sponsor’s foreword
Welcome to Insurance Banana Skins 2011, a unique survey of the risks facing the industry, which has been
produced by the CFSI in association with PwC.

To
We’refollow
pleased to be continuing our support for this initiative. The Banana Skins series (a banking edition is also

available) provides valuable insights into the risk concerns at the top of the boardroom agenda and how these
perceptions change over time.
Even though most insurers came through the financial crisis largely unscathed, dealing with regulation (the number
one risk in the Banana Skins survey) is clearly going to be a massive challenge over the next few years. Most of all,
insurers will need to make sure that the current wave of regulatory change does not distract them from the
opportunities ahead. An ageing population and a changing pattern of risk (the recent spate of catastrophes is an
unfortunate but telling example of this) give insurers a reason to be optimistic about future profitable growth. The
insurance leaders in our latest survey of global CEOs were the most confident about their growth prospects of any
of the financial services sectors. Companies that move the regulatory burden away from a box-ticking exercise to
something that is embedded into their business and used to manage their changing risk profile more effectively will
be in the best position to capitalise on the openings ahead. You might think of the challenges as like finals exams –
a tough ask now, but the gateway to a more prosperous future.
More effective communication will be crucial in conveying the true value and potential of insurance businesses to a
sceptical market – a challenge that few companies have so far been able to crack. The key priority is a clearer
explanation of the income being generated, the risks being run and the sustainability of the resulting earnings.
Insurers also need to demonstrate the strength and differentiation of their brand and their resulting ability to attract
new business. With attracting talent finally being recognised as a key priority (number six on the list of risks,
having not featured before), more effective communication will also be crucial in highlighting the increasingly
varied and rewarding professional opportunities within a rapidly evolving sector.
I would like to thank the CFSI and their colleagues on the editorial panel for producing such a timely and interesting
survey. The results amply highlight the challenges ahead at this critical juncture for the insurance industry.
However, I believe that the opportunities for nimble and farsighted firms outweigh the challenges – the way that
insurers deal with the risks set out in this report will be a crucial competitive differentiator.
I hope that you find the results thought provoking. If you have any feedback or would like to discuss any of the
issues raised in more detail, please do not hesitate to contact me.
David Law
Global Insurance Leader
PwC
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About this survey
Insurance Banana Skins 2011 surveys the risks facing the insurance industry at a
time of considerable market turbulence, and identifies those that appear most urgent
to insurance practitioners and close observers of the insurance scene around the
world.
The report, which updates previous surveys in 2008 and 2009, was conducted in
March and April 2011, and is based on 490 responses from 40 countries.
The questionnaire (reproduced in the Appendix) was in three parts. In the first,
respondents were asked to describe, in their own words, their main concerns about
the insurance sector over the next 2-3 years. In the second, they were asked to rate a
list of potential “Banana Skins”, both by severity and whether they were rising,
steady or falling. In the third, they were asked to rate the preparedness of insurance
institutions to handle the risks they saw. This report ranks and analyses each Banana
Skin individually.
Replies were confidential, but respondents could choose to be identified.
The breakdown of responses by type of respondent was

London Market
9%

Observers
8%

Regulators
2%

Life
28%

Brokers
6%
Composite
11%
Reinsurance
7%

Non-life
29%

About two thirds of the respondents were from the primary insurance industry, six
per cent from reinsurance, and nine per cent from the London Market. The
remainder consisted of brokers, regulators and observers. The observer category
includes analysts, professionals, academics and respondents who are not insurance
practitioners but close to the business.
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The breakdown of responses by region was

Far East
Pacific
24%

N. America
Bermuda
6%

Latin
America
1%

Middle East
Asia
10%
Europe
57%

Africa
2%

The breakdown of responses by country was
Australia
Bahrain
Belgium
Bermuda
Brazil
Canada
China
Cyprus
Czech Rep.
Dubai
Finland
Germany
Greece

21
2
6
10
6
8
1
7
9
1
7
1
8

Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Ireland
Isle of Man
Japan
Kenya
Latvia
Lebanon
Malawi
Malaysia
Malta
Netherlands
New Zealand

4
21
6
8
2
1
1
19
2
1
14
6
10
15

Norway
Poland
Qatar
Singapore
Slovakia
South Africa
Switzerland
Taiwan
Turkey
UAE
UK
US
Venezuela

2
4
4
22
8
4
17
3
26
6
190
6
1

The geographic spread overweighs Europe and underweighs North America. This
reflects the fact that much of the international insurance business is concentrated in
London.
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a polish.
a polish.
9Retail
Retail
sales
sales
practices
practices

1 1Regulation
Regulation

10 10Reputation
Reputation

 
 




Non-life
Non-life





2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9




TheThe
big big
story
story
on the
on the
non-life
non-life
front
front
is the
is the
exceptional
exceptional
incidence
incidence
of
natural
of
natural
catastrophes
catastrophes
2Macro-economic
Macro-economic
trends
trends
overover
the the
pastpast
year,
year,
andand
the the
surge
surge
in claims:
in claims:
3Natural
Natural
catastrophes
catastrophes
earthquakes,
earthquakes,
floods
floods
andand
storms.
storms.
TheThe
insurance
insurance
4Capital
Capital
cycle
cycle
is also
is also
at aatlow
a low
point,
point,
withwith
little
little
signsign
of of
5Investment
Investment
performance
performance recovery
recovery
in ainsoft
a soft
market.
market.
These
These
concerns
concerns
6Corporate
Corporate
governance
governance
come
come
on top
on top
of heavy
of heavy
regulatory
regulatory
demands
demands
on on
capital
capital
andand
solvency,
solvency,
as well
as well
as continuing
as continuing
7Actuarial
Actuarial
assumptions
assumptions
uncertainty
uncertainty
about
about
the the
global
global
macro-economic
macro-economic
8Talent
Talent
outlook.
outlook.
Management
Management
quality
quality
andand
staffing
staffing
9Management
Management
quality
quality
remain
remain
highhigh
level
level
concerns.
concerns.

1 1Regulation
Regulation

10 10Interest
Interest
rates
rates

 
 




Composite
Composite
Composite
Composite
insurers
insurers
have
have
more
more
diversified
diversified
portfolios
portfolios
than
than
pure
pure
life
life
and
and
non-life
non-life
2Capital
Capital
companies,
companies,
but but
theythey
are are
exposed
exposed
to the
to the
same
same
3Macro-economic
Macro-economic
trends
trends
risks:
risks:
global
global
economic
economic
uncertainty,
uncertainty,
volatile
volatile
4Talent
Talent
investment
investment
markets,
markets,
growing
growing
catastrophe
catastrophe
5Investment
Investment
performance
performance claims
claims
andand
softsoft
pricing.
pricing.
Improved
Improved
riskrisk
6Distribution
Distribution
channels
channels
management
management
is high
is high
on their
on their
agenda.
agenda.
Their
Their
exposure
exposure
to regulatory
to regulatory
riskrisk
is among
is among
the the
7Natural
Natural
catastrophes
catastrophes
highest
highest
in the
in the
industry
industry
because
because
of the
of the
breadth
breadth
8RiskRisk
management
management
of their
of their
activities.
activities.

1 1Regulation
Regulation
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9 9Corporate
Corporate
governance
governance
10 10Reputation
Reputation
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Reinsurance
Reinsurance
1
2
3
4
5
6

Finding
Finding
goodgood
talenttalent
is a is a
strong
strong
concern
concern

7
8
9
10

The reinsurance
The reinsurance
market is
market
bearing
is bearing
the brunt
theofbrunt of
the
surge
the
in
surge
catastrophe
in
catastrophe
claims
at
claims
a
time
at
when
a
time when
Natural
2 Natural
catastrophes
catastrophes
market conditions
market conditions
are difficult
are difficult
and regulatory
and regulatory
Capital
3 Capital
pressures
pressures
are growing.
are growing.
Conditions
Conditions
are intensely
are intensely
Long
4 tailLong
liabilities
tail liabilities
competitive:
competitive:
capacitycapacity
is ampleisand
ample
pricing
and pricing
is
is
Investment
5 Investment
performance
performance
soft. The
soft.
sector’s
The sector’s
capital and
capital
reserves
and reserves
are alsoare also
Macro-economic
6 Macro-economic
trends trends
coming coming
under closer
underscrutiny
closer scrutiny
by the regulators
by the regulators
and the and
primary
the primary
insurers.insurers.
The sector
Theissector
exposed
is exposed
Political
7 Political
risks risks
to
long
tail
to
long
liabilities
tail
liabilities
and
to
the
and
political
to
the
political
8
Talent Talent
uncertainties
uncertainties
currently
currently
facing many
facingcountries.
many countries.
Interest
9 Interest
rates rates
Its ability
Itsto
ability
manage
to manage
risk is always
risk is on
always
test. on test.
Regulation
1 Regulation

Risk
10 management
Risk management

The London
The London
MarketMarket
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

The London
The London
Market,Market,
the hub the
of the
hub of the
international
international
insurance
insurance
business,
business,
feels hard
feels hard
Natural
2 Natural
catastrophes
catastrophes
pressed pressed
by the wave
by theofwave
new regulation
of new regulation
and
and
Macro-economic
3 Macro-economic
trends trends
rising catastrophe
rising catastrophe
claims. claims.
Its deeper
Its concerns
deeper concerns
Talent
4 Talent
are withare
thewith
squeeze
the squeeze
on profitability
on profitability
from from
Investment
5 Investment
performance
performance
rising costs
rising
and
costs
excess
and capacity
excess capacity
which iswhich is
Capital
6 Capital
keepingkeeping
premiums
premiums
down. The
down.
competitive
The competitive
positionposition
of London
of London
itself is itself
also an
is issue
also an
inissue in
Corporate
7 Corporate
governance
governance
light
of
light
new
rules
of
new
and
rules
taxes.
and
This
taxes.
sector
This
is
sector is
Managing
8 Managing
costs costs
among the
among
mostthe
concerned
most concerned
about the
about
difficulty
the difficulty
Long
9 tailLong
liabilities
tail liabilities
of attracting
of attracting
good people
good into
people
theinto
insurance
the insurance
Management
10 Management
quality quality business.
business.
Regulation
1 Regulation

Regulators
Regulators
1

The regulators
have a very
havedifferent
a very different
view of view of
Retail
1 sales
Retail
practices
sales practicesThe regulators

2

Capital
2 Capital

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

risk from
risk
thefrom
industry.
the industry.
Unsurprisingly,
Unsurprisingly,
they arethey are
the onlythe
group
onlythat
group
does
that
notdoes
see regulation
not see regulation
as
as
Investment
3 Investment
performance
performance
the No. the
1 risk
No.(though
1 risk (though
it still made
it stillNo.
made
8). No. 8).
Actuarial
4 Actuarial
assumptions
assumptions
Instead Instead
they focus
theyonfocus
the big
on regulatory
the big regulatory
Long
5 tailLong
liabilities
tail liabilities
agendasagendas
in the areas
in the
ofareas
retailof
sales
retail
practices
sales practices
Corporate
6 Corporate
governance
governance
and capital/solvency,
and capital/solvency,
and on the
andquality
on the of
quality
the of the
industry’s
industry’s
assessment
assessment
of risk. of
They
risk.
clearly
They clearly
Macro-economic
7 Macro-economic
trends trends
expect some
expectconsolidation
some consolidation
in the industry
in the industry
since since
Regulation
8 Regulation
they arethey
concerned
are concerned
about the
about
management
the management
of
of
Managing
9 Managing
mergersmergers
mergers.mergers.
Natural
10 Natural
catastrophes
catastrophes
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Observers
Observers
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Observers
Observers
(respondents
(respondents
to the survey
to the who
survey
arewho are
not
insurance
not
insurance
practitioners
practitioners
but
close
but
to
close
the
to the
Capital
2 Capital
industry)
industry)
also have
also
regulatory
have regulatory
risk as their
risk as
toptheir top
Investment
3 Investment
performance
performance
concern.concern.
This is an
This
important
is an important
finding finding
since it since it
Natural
4 Natural
catastrophes
catastrophes
says thatsays
thisthat
riskthis
is not
riskjust
is not
an industry
just an industry
Long
5 tailLong
liabilities
tail liabilities
concern.concern.
Where observers
Where observers
differ from
differ
thefrom the
Actuarial
6 Actuarial
assumptions
assumptionsindustryindustry
is in their
is in
stronger
their stronger
focus onfocus
risk on risk
management
capability,
capability,
and the and
continuing
the continuing
use
use
Risk7 management
Risk management management
of
complex
of
complex
instruments
instruments
of
the
kind
of
the
that
kind
got
that
got
Complex
8 Complex
instruments
instruments
insurersinsurers
into trouble
into trouble
during the
during
financial
the financial
crisis. crisis.
Regulation
1 Regulation

Macro-economic
9 Macro-economic
trends trends
Distribution
10 Distribution
channels
channels

North America
North America
and Bermuda
and Bermuda
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Regulation
Regulation
topped the
topped
list of
therisks
list of
forrisks
all for all
geographic
geographic
areas
covered
areas
covered
by
the
survey,
by
the
survey,
Interest
2 Interest
rates rates
making making
this a truly
this global
a trulyissue.
globalThe
issue.
North
The North
Investment
3 Investment
performance
performance
American
American
and Bermudan
and Bermudan
marketsmarkets
differeddiffered
Natural
4 Natural
catastrophes
catastrophes
from thefrom
rest the
in their
rest in
strong
theirconcern
strong concern
about the
about the
Macro-economic
5 Macro-economic
trends trends
path of interest
path of interest
rates, where
rates,there
where
is there
great is great
Political
6 Political
risks risks
uncertainty
uncertainty
in the US,
in the
andUS,
the and
related
the related
performance
performance
of their of
investment
their investment
portfolios.
portfolios.
Talent
7 Talent
They
also
They
had
also
fewer
had
concerns
fewer
concerns
about
pressures
about
pressures
Long
8 tailLong
liabilities
tail liabilities
on capital
on compared
capital compared
to otherto
regions
other regions
(like (like
Corporate
9 Corporate
governance
governance
Europe)Europe)
where new
where
solvency
new solvency
regulations
regulations
are
are
Distribution
10 Distribution
channels
channels on the way.
on the way.
Regulation
1 Regulation

Capital
Capital
adequacy
adequacy
EuropeEurope
is a big
is aissue
big issue
1 Regulation
1 Regulation
for Europe
for Europe
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

10

Europe Europe
dominated
dominated
the responses
the responses
numerically,
numerically,
though
many
though
of
many
the
London-based
of
the
London-based
respondents
respondents
Capital
2 Capital
were from
were
different
from different
parts ofparts
the world.
of the This
world. This
Macro-economic
3 Macro-economic
trends trends
ranking,ranking,
therefore,
therefore,
reflects reflects
the broadest
the broadest
Investment
4 Investment
performance
performance
consensus
consensus
about the
about
risksthe
facing
risksthe
facing
global
the global
Natural
5 Natural
catastrophes
catastrophes insurance
insurance
industry:industry:
burgeoning
burgeoning
regulation,
regulation,
Long
6 tailLong
liabilities
tail liabilities
particular
particular
so far assoit far
affects
as it capital
affects adequacy,
capital adequacy,
uncertainty
uncertainty
about the
about
economic
the economic
and investment
and investment
Political
7 Political
risks risks
environments,
environments,
and
the
and
sharp
the
rise
sharp
in
catastrophe
rise
in catastrophe
Actuarial
8 Actuarial
assumptions
assumptions
claims. claims.
The shortage
The shortage
of talentofistalent
also ais also a
Interest
9 Interest
rates rates
worldwide
worldwide
concernconcern
for the industry.
for the industry.
Talent
10 Talent
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MiddleMiddle
East/Asia
East/Asia
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9




Catastrophes
Catastrophes
dominate
dominate
in thein the
Pacific
Pacific
region
region

10

Although
Although
Middle Middle
East/Asia
East/Asia
share other
share other
regions’
regions’
concern
concern
about
regulatory
about
regulatory
risk,
therisk, the
Talent
2 Talent
responseresponse
is notable
is notable
for the strong
for theranking
strong ranking
of
of
Corporate
3 Corporate
governance
governance
institutional
institutional
issues such
issues
as such
staffing
as staffing
and
and
Capital
4 Capital
corporate
corporate
governance.
governance.
Talent isTalent
in short
is in
supply
short supply
Distribution
5 Distribution
channels
channels in this market.
in this market.
Respondents
Respondents
also show
alsoa show a
Managing
6 Managing
costs costs
concernconcern
for marketing
for marketing
issues (distribution,
issues (distribution,
retail
and
sales
reputation)
and reputation)
and are and
the most
are the most
Management
7 Management
quality quality retail sales
conscious
conscious
of
all
the
of
regions
all
the
regions
of
the
need
of
the
to need to
Actuarial
8 Actuarial
assumptions
assumptions
contain contain
costs. Concern
costs. Concern
about fraud
aboutis fraud
highest
is highest
in
in
Reputation
9 Reputation
this region
thisbut
region
macro-economic
but macro-economic
risks arerisks
less are less
Retail
10 sales
Retail
practices
sales practicesof an issue.
of an issue.
 

 

Regulation
1 Regulation

Far East/Pacific
Far East/Pacific
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

This is the
Thisregion
is thewhich
regionhas
which
beenhas
hardest
been hardest
hit
hit
by
recent
by
catastrophes,
recent
catastrophes,
and
where
and
the
where
pressure
the
pressure
Capital
2 Capital
on human
on and
human
capital
and resources
capital resources
is currently
is currently
Talent
3 Talent
strongest.
strongest.
The industry
The industry
sees its sees
reputation
its reputation
very very
Macro-economic
4 Macro-economic
trends trends
much onmuch
the line
on the
in the
linequality
in the of
quality
its response
of its response
Natural
5 Natural
catastrophes
catastrophes to the disasters.
to the disasters.
But overriding
But overriding
all theseall these
Investment
6 Investment
performance
performance
concernsconcerns
is the scale
is the
ofscale
regulatory
of regulatory
reform reform
being imposed
being imposed
in manyincountries,
many countries,
and the and the
Interest
7 Interest
rates rates
industry’s
ability to
ability
manage
to manage
it whileitmarket
while market
Distribution
8 Distribution
channels
channels industry’s
and claims
and pressures
claims pressures
are so intense.
are so intense.
There are
There are
Reputation
9 Reputation
questions,
questions,
too, about
too,the
about
rating
theofrating
Japanese
of Japanese
Managing
10 Managing
costs costs
insurance
insurance
companies.
companies.
Regulation
1 Regulation
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TheThe
Banana
Banana
Skins
Skins
1. Regulation
1. Regulation
(5) (5)
The fast-rising
The fast-rising
tide of regulation
tide of regulation
emergesemerges
as the greatest
as the greatest
risk seen
risk
to seen
be facing
to be the
facing the
global insurance
global insurance
industryindustry
today – today
and global
– and isglobal
the word
is thesince
wordthis
since
riskthis
ranked
risk high
ranked high
in all the
in major
all themarkets
major markets
responding
responding
to this survey.
to this survey.
Even the
Even
classthe
ofclass
respondent
of respondent
we
we
have labelled
have labelled
Observers
Observers
(i.e. non-practitioners,
(i.e. non-practitioners,
but close
buttoclose
the industry)
to the industry)
placed placed
regulatory
regulatory
risk No.risk
1. The
No. 1.
only
Theclass
onlythat
class
didthat
not did
were
notthe
were
regulators
the regulators
themselves
themselves
who placed
who itplaced
No. 8.it No. 8.

Regulation
Regulation
is a is a
hugehuge
cost cost
and and
distraction
distraction

This result
Thisrepeats
result repeats
the finding
the finding
of the first
of the
Insurance
first Insurance
BananaBanana
Skins survey
Skins in
survey
2008.in 2008.
In the subsequent
In the subsequent
survey (2009)
survey regulatory
(2009) regulatory
risk fellrisk
to fifth
fell to
place,
fifthbut
place,
this but
wasthis
only
was only
becausebecause
of moreofurgent
more concerns
urgent concerns
about the
about
impact
the of
impact
the financial
of the financial
crisis. The
crisis.
latest
The latest
result also
result
repeats
also repeats
persistent
persistent
findingsfindings
in the parallel
in the parallel
BananaBanana
Skins survey
Skins survey
of the of the
bankingbanking
sector where
sectorregulatory
where regulatory
risk hasrisk
beenhas
a front-runner
been a front-runner
for many
foryears.
many years.
Regulatory
Regulatory
risk is seen
risk by
is seen
our respondents
by our respondents
to take many
to takeforms.
many forms.
Cost. The
Cost.
sheer
Thevolume
sheer volume
and complexity
and complexity
of new of
regulations
new regulations
– now flowing
– now flowing
at threeat three
levels, international,
levels, international,
regionalregional
and local
and– local
imposes
– imposes
a heavya cost
heavy
andcost
distraction
and distraction
on
on
insurance
insurance
companies
companies
at a time
at awhen
timecapital
when capital
and management
and management
are already
are already
tightly tightly
stretched.
stretched.
The chief
Therisk
chief
officer
risk officer
of a leading
of a leading
UK insurer
UK insurer
said: “The
said:regulatory
“The regulatory
challenge
challenge
is the most
is thesignificant
most significant
risk faced
risk by
faced
the by
insurance
the insurance
industryindustry
in 2011,in 2011,
particularly
particularly
within Europe
within Europe
and especially
and especially
the UK.the This
UK. comes
This at
comes
a time
at awhen
time when
market market
conditions
conditions
continuecontinue
to softentoagainst
soften against
the backdrop
the backdrop
of increased
of increased
incidence
incidence
of
of
catastrophe
catastrophe
losses and
losses
deteriorating
and deteriorating
economic
economic
conditions.
conditions.
As a result
As athere
result
has
there
beenhas been
a diversion
a diversion
of talentoftotalent
managing
to managing
the regulatory
the regulatory
risk, potentially
risk, potentially
to the detriment
to the detriment
of
of
oversight
oversight
of the commercial
of the commercial
challenges”.
challenges”.
This view
Thiswas
view
widely
was widely
echoed echoed
by otherby other
respondents.
respondents.
There was
There
even
wasconcern
even concern
in insurance-friendly
in insurance-friendly
Bermuda
Bermuda
where one
where one
respondent
respondent
listed “regulatory
listed “regulatory
cost andcost
accuracy”
and accuracy”
among his
among
chiefhis
concerns.
chief concerns.
Volume.
Volume.
Many major
Many initiatives
major initiatives
are coming
are coming
at once,at among
once, among
them the
them
EU’s
the EU’s
Solvency
Solvency
II Directive,
II Directive,
the newtheIFRS
new reporting
IFRS reporting
standards
standards
and theand
UK’s
the Retail
UK’s Retail
Distribution
Distribution
Review.Review.
This is adding
This is to
adding
the cost
to the
andcost
the and
confusion.
the confusion.
Capital.Capital.
New regulations
New regulations
are likely
are to
likely
leadtotolead
substantially
to substantially
higher higher
capital capital
requirements,
requirements,
with attendant
with attendant
costs. (See
costs.No.(See
2). No. 2).
Banking
Banking
spillover.
spillover.
The insurance
The insurance
industryindustry
feels it feels
is being
it istarred
being with
tarredthewith
same
the same
brush asbrush
the banks
as theinbanks
the aftermath
in the aftermath
of the crisis,
of theand
crisis,
will,
and
as will,
a result,
as a end
result,
up end
withup with
unnecessarily
unnecessarily
onerousonerous
and inappropriate
and inappropriate
regulation.
regulation.
David Keefe,
David Keefe,
joint editor
joint of
editor of
Global Risk
Global
Regulator,
Risk Regulator,
said insurers
said insurers
“could be
“could
hit with
be hit
higher
withthan
higher
necessary
than necessary
capital capital
chargescharges
in regulators'
in regulators'
post-financial
post-financial
crisis enthusiasm
crisis enthusiasm
for lumping
for lumping
all financial
all financial
institutions
institutions
together”.
together”.
Uncertainty.
Uncertainty.
The amount
The amount
of newofregulation
new regulation
plus structural
plus structural
changeschanges
to the to the
regulatory
regulatory
system system
in the EU
in the
andEU
the and
UK the
are UK
creating
are creating
uncertainty
uncertainty
and complicating
and complicating
businessbusiness
planning.
planning.
The timing
The of
timing
majorofregulatory
major regulatory
initiatives
initiatives
has alsohas
to be
alsosettled,
to be settled,
adding to
adding
the difficulties.
to the difficulties.
A seniorAexecutive
senior executive
at one of
at the
onebig
of the
German
big German
insurersinsurers
said said
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‘A ridiculous
‘A ridiculous
burden’burden’
[The biggest
[The biggest
risk] is the
risk]sheer
is thelevel
sheer
of level
regulatory
of regulatory
change change
that is converging
that is converging
at
at
the same
thetime
same
– RDR,
time –Test-Achats,
RDR, Test-Achats,
Solvency
Solvency
II, IFRSII,
4 IFRS
Phase42Phase
– all 2 – all
scheduled
scheduled
within awithin
few weeks
a fewof
weeks
each of
other.
eachWhilst
other.I Whilst
don’t agree
I don’twith
agree
every
with every
part of every
part ofinitiative,
every initiative,
I am farImore
am far
concerned
more concerned
that thisthat
is placing
this is placing
a
a
ridiculous
ridiculous
burden burden
on key technical
on key technical
areas and
areas
creating
and creating
a change
a change
programme
programme
no saneno
company
sane company
director director
would ever
would
take
ever
on take
in that
onperiod
in thatthrough
period through
choice…choice…
Steve Groves
Steve Groves
Chief executive
Chief executive
officer officer
Partnership,
Partnership,
UK
UK

that thethat
biggest
the biggest
risks were
risks“uncertainty
were “uncertainty
over theover
Solvency
the Solvency
II final IIimplementing
final implementing
measures,
measures,
and other
and
legal
other
and
legal
regulatory
and regulatory
uncertainty,
uncertainty,
and increased
and increased
scrutiny.”
scrutiny.”
Change.Change.
Many respondents
Many respondents
expect the
expect
scale
theofscale
the regulatory
of the regulatory
upheaval
upheaval
to lead to
to lead to
big structural
big structural
changeschanges
in the industry:
in the industry:
mergers,mergers,
new business
new business
strategies,
strategies,
sudden sudden
exits, allexits,
of which
all of will
which
heighten
will heighten
risk. Pekka
risk. Luukkanen,
Pekka Luukkanen,
chief executive
chief executive
officer of
officer of
Nordea Nordea
Life in Life
Finland,
in Finland,
said that
saidthethat
newtheregulatory
new regulatory
environment
environment
“could “could
lead lead
insurance
insurance
companies
companies
to shift totheir
shiftstrategies
their strategies
too quickly
too quickly
to ensure
to their
ensureability
their to
ability to
deliver
acceptable
an acceptable
level oflevel
returnofon
return
equity”.
on equity”.
Competitiveness
Competitivenessdeliver an

couldcould
be badly
be badly
affected
affected

UnlevelUnlevel
playingplaying
field. One
field.
of One
the major
of therisks
majorseen
risks
in seen
Europe
in Europe
is that the
is that
weight
the weight
of
of
EU regulation
EU regulation
will putwill
the region
put the atregion
a disadvantage
at a disadvantage
vis-à-visvis-à-vis
the US and
the US
Farand
Eastern
Far Eastern
markets,markets,
and drive
andbusiness
drive business
away. This
away.concern
This concern
is particularly
is particularly
strong in
strong
London
in London
where the
where
Financial
the Financial
ServicesServices
Authority
Authority
has a reputation
has a reputation
for “gold
forplating”
“gold plating”
the rulesthe rules
and adding
and to
adding
their to
cost.
their
The
cost.
head
The
actuary
head actuary
at one of
at the
onelife
of the
companies
life companies
said thatsaid
“a that “a
combination
combination
of increased
of increased
capital requirements
capital requirements
and regulations,
and regulations,
preventing
preventing
the use the
of use of
risk factors,
risk factors,
will push
will
uppush
costsup
and
costs
drive
andbusiness
drive business
offshore”.
offshore”.
This was
This
notwas
just not
an EU
just problem.
an EU problem.
The vice-chairman
The vice-chairman
of a large
of Swiss
a largelife
Swiss
company
life company
said thatsaid
regulatory
that regulatory
pressures
pressures
were creating
were creating
“an uneven
“an uneven
playing playing
field” there
field”too
there
and too and
several several
other respondents
other respondents
wondered
wondered
how Solvency
how Solvency
II wouldII play
would
outplay
in the
out global
in the global
marketplace
marketplace
in competitive
in competitive
terms. There
terms.was
There
alsowas
concern
also concern
in emerging
in emerging
markets.markets.
An
An
insurer insurer
in Indiain said
Indiathesaid
regulator
the regulator
there was
therebecoming
was becoming
“a supercop”,
“a supercop”,
and a and a
respondent
respondent
from thefrom
Gulfthe
said
Gulf
regulators
said regulators
were using
werenew
using
regulation
new regulation
as a pretext
as a pretext
to
to
build protective
build protective
barriersbarriers
round the
round
localthe
market.
local market.
But a minority
But a minority
of respondents
of respondents
saw regulatory
saw regulatory
risk in risk
a different
in a different
light: inlight:
the in the
reluctance
reluctance
of the insurance
of the insurance
industryindustry
to accept
to the
accept
needthe
forneed
improved
for improved
regulation,
regulation,
and
and
adapt toadapt
it accordingly.
to it accordingly.
A Solvency
A Solvency
II consultant
II consultant
said that
saidthethat
newthemeasures
new measures
“represent
“represent
an enhancement
an enhancement
of goodofpractice,
good practice,
so well-run
so well-run
entities entities
will be will
ablebe
to able to
embraceembrace
[them]. [them].
Those entities
Those entities
which do
which
not hold
do not
high
hold
quality
high capital
quality and
capital
have
and
poor
have poor
risk management
risk management
tend to be
tend
overly
to becritical
overly critical
of Solvency
of Solvency
II. TheII.
riskThe
is that
riskthere
is that
will
there will
be setbacks
be setbacks
in implementation
in implementation
due to industry
due to industry
lobbying
lobbying
which iswhich
not necessarily
is not necessarily
in
in
the bestthe
interests
best interests
of the industry
of the industry
as a whole”.
as a whole”.
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2. Capital
2. Capital
(3) (3)
The availability
The availability
of capital
of capital
to meettotougher
meet tougher
regulatory
regulatory
requirements
requirements
and mounting
and mounting
claims claims
is a high
is alevel
highconcern
level concern
throughout
throughout
the industry.
the industry.
In particular,
In particular,
the EU’s
the EU’s
forthcoming
forthcoming
Solvency
Solvency
II Directive
II Directive
laying down
layingnew
down
rules
new
forrules
capital
for and
capital
liquidity
and liquidity
is
is
expectedexpected
to put to
heavy
put pressure
heavy pressure
on insurance
on insurance
companies:
companies:
compliance,
compliance,
resourceresource
management,
management,
pricing pricing
and ultimately
and ultimately
on profitability.
on profitability.
One senior
One regulatory
senior regulatory
expert expert
said thatsaid
Solvency
that Solvency
II “remains
II “remains
a dark cloud
a darkhanging
cloud hanging
over so over
manysobusiness
many business
issues”.issues”.

Solvency
Solvency
II is II is
proving
proving
highly
highly
controversial
controversial

The debate
The over
debate
theover
merits
the of
merits
Solvency
of Solvency
II is complex,
II is complex,
but the but
balance
the balance
of sentiment
of sentiment
among our
among
respondents
our respondents
was strongly
was strongly
negative.
negative.
The great
Themajority
great majority
of themofexpected
them expected
it to beit excessive,
to be excessive,
adding adding
cost and
costdistraction,
and distraction,
and, byand,
reducing
by reducing
profitability,
profitability,
triggering
triggering
widespread
widespread
and potentially
and potentially
disruptive
disruptive
restructuring
restructuring
in the industry.
in the industry.
A
A
LondonLondon
insurance
insurance
consultant
consultant
said thatsaid
“the
that
path
“theto path
Solvency
to Solvency
II is proving
II is proving
rather rather
extended
extended
and it isand
beginning
it is beginning
to undermine
to undermine
its credibility.
its credibility.
The costThe
to the
costindustry
to the industry
has
has
probably
probably
already already
passed the
passed
value
theofvalue
any benefits”.
of any benefits”.
Much of
Much
the of
concern
the concern
focuses focuses
on the on
constraints
the constraints
that Solvency
that Solvency
II will IIputwill
on put on
insurance
insurance
companies’
companies’
choice choice
of investments.
of investments.
AndrewAndrew
W. Sharpe,
W. Sharpe,
financialfinancial
risk
risk
directordirector
at the Prudential
at the Prudential
in the UK,
in the
said
UK,
thatsaid
“despite
that “despite
many signals
many signals
that Solvency
that Solvency
II
II
should should
be developed
be developed
in a manner
in a manner
that enables
that enables
companies
companies
to develop
to develop
bespoke,bespoke,
company
company
specificspecific
approaches
approaches
based upon
based
their
upon
risk
their
profile
risk and
profile
proportionality,
and proportionality,
there there
is a significant
is a significant
risk thatrisk
thethat
industry
the industry
will migrate
will migrate
towardstowards
solutions
solutions
that arethat
wayare
in way in
excess of
excess
this as
ofwe
thisseek
as we
to platinum
seek to platinum
plate ourplate
models”.
our models”.
Sir Adam
Sir Ridley,
Adam Ridley,
chairman
chairman
of Equitas
of Equitas
Trust, warned
Trust, warned
that Solvency
that Solvency
II couldIIhit
could
the hit the
Lloyd’sLloyd’s
insurance
insurance
market especially
market especially
hard because
hard because
its underwriters
its underwriters
were efficient
were efficient
and
and
worked worked
with lower
withlevels
loweroflevels
capital.
of capital.
Solvency
Solvency
II, he said,
II, he
“offers
said, “offers
the opportunity
the opportunity
to
to
jealous jealous
competitors
competitors
and anxious
and anxious
regulators
regulators
to discriminate
to discriminate
against against
Lloyd's Lloyd's
by raising
by raising
solvency
solvency
and capital
and requirements
capital requirements
disproportionately
disproportionately
– which–would
whichhave
would
extremely
have extremely
bad consequences
bad consequences
not justnot
for just
Lloyd's'
for Lloyd's'
businesses
businesses
and their
and
clients
their but
clients
for but
London
for London
generally”.
generally”.
One Lloyd’s
One Lloyd’s
underwriter
underwriter
described
described
it as “largely
it as “largely
pointless”.
pointless”.
Some respondents
Some respondents
warned warned
that smaller
that smaller
insurance
insurance
companies
companies
might not
might
be able
not be
to able to
meet themeet
newthe
requirements
new requirements
and would
and be
would
takenbeover,
takenorover,
that less
or that
profitable
less profitable
lines oflines of
businessbusiness
would be
would
dropped.
be dropped.
ProductProduct
innovation
innovation
could also
could
be also
heldbeback.
heldMartin
back. Martin
Rueegg,Rueegg,
chief operating
chief operating
officer officer
at AXAatInsurance
AXA Insurance
in Singapore,
in Singapore,
said that
said
while
that while
Solvency
Solvency
II had some
II hadgood
someelements,
good elements,
“it will “it
alsowill
be also
translated
be translated
into a re-focussing;
into a re-focussing;
i.e. some
i.e.niche
somelines
niche
of lines
business
of business
will suffer
willdue
suffer
to missing
due to missing
capital”.capital”.
Although
Although
the focus
theoffocus
capital
of availability
capital availability
is the EU,
is the
it isEU,
troubling
it is troubling
other parts
other
ofparts
the of the
world asworld
well.asRespondents
well. Respondents
from thefrom
US,the
Bermuda,
US, Bermuda,
the Far the
EastFar
andEast
South
andAfrica
South Africa
expressed
expressed
similar similar
concerns.
concerns.
In the Asia
In the
Pacific
Asia Pacific
region, region,
recent earthquakes
recent earthquakes
in Japanin Japan
and New
andZealand
New Zealand
have put
have
heavy
put pressure
heavy pressure
on insurance
on insurance
company
company
resources
resources
and
and
could strain
couldcapital
strain availability
capital availability
there too.
there too.
But some
Butrespondents
some respondents
pointed pointed
out thatout
the that
problem
the problem
is the exact
is theopposite:
exact opposite:
there is there
too is too
much capital
much in
capital
the industry,
in the industry,
creatingcreating
a soft market
a soft market
and weak
andprices.
weak prices.
The finance
The finance
directordirector
of a UKofinsurer
a UK insurer
said thatsaid
“toothat
much
“toocapital
much is
capital
causing
is causing
prices toprices
continue
to continue
to
to
slide”. A
slide”.
Lloyd’s
A Lloyd’s
underwriter
underwriter
saw “a soft
saw market
“a soft market
driven by
driven
excess
by capital,
excess capital,
despite despite
a
a
numbernumber
of significant
of significant
natural natural
catastrophe
catastrophe
losses which
losses ought
which toought
focusto improved
focus improved
pricing”.pricing”.
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3. Macro-economic
3. Macro-economic
trends
trends
(4) (4)
The difficult
The difficult
economic
economic
and financial
and financial
climate climate
remainsremains
a top level
a topconcern
level concern
for the for the
industry,industry,
with several
with several
dangersdangers
in view:in aview:
weak arecovery,
weak recovery,
resurgent
resurgent
inflationinflation
and
and
instability
instability
in manyinregions.
many regions.
These concerns
These concerns
are widespread,
are widespread,
coming coming
from allfrom
major
all major
highly
A highly
uncertain
uncertain
markets.markets.

A
economic
economic
outlook
outlook
Concerns
are strongest
are strongest
in Europe
in Europe
where
in many
in many
regions
regions Concerns

the
where
chief
the risk
chiefofficer
risk officer
of a large
of a UK
large UK
composite
composite
said thatsaid
“recent
that “recent
and ongoing
and ongoing
unrest inunrest
NorthinAfrica
North and
Africa
Middle
and Middle
East hasEast has
the potential
the potential
to spill to
over
spill
into
over
major
intooil
major
producers
oil producers
(Saudi, (Saudi,
Iran) with
Iran)
knock-on
with knock-on
oil
oil
price increases
price increases
and a detrimental
and a detrimental
impact on
impact
fragile
on economic
fragile economic
recoveryrecovery
in the western
in the western
economies”.
economies”.
The EU’s
Thesluggish
EU’s sluggish
performance
performance
compared
compared
to othertoregions
other regions
was widely
was widely
noted. noted.
In the US,
In the
concerns
US, concerns
focus onfocus
the budget
on the and
budget
trading
and trading
imbalances,
imbalances,
and the and
uncertain
the uncertain
outlookoutlook
for monetary
for monetary
policy in
policy
the wake
in theofwake
quantitative
of quantitative
easing. easing.
A seniorA insurance
senior insurance
company
company
auditor auditor
said hesaid
washeconcerned
was concerned
about “continuing
about “continuing
low interest
low interest
rates, rates,
currencycurrency
dilutiondilution
by the Fed
by the
as itFed
monetizes
as it monetizes
government
government
debt anddebt
the and
impact
the on
impact
the on the
purchasing
purchasing
power of
power
US of
citizens
US citizens
as less as
discretionary
less discretionary
income income
may mean
may fewer
mean fewer
investable
investable
funds”. funds”.
In the Far
In the
East,
Farthe
East,
prospects
the prospects
for bothforChina
both and
China
Japan
andremain
Japan remain
hard to hard
judge.
to A
judge. A
senior insurer
senior insurer
in HonginKong
Hongsaw
Kong
thesaw
industry
the industry
exposedexposed
to “a return
to “atoreturn
slow/negative
to slow/negative
GDP growth
GDP growth
in majorinmarkets”,
major markets”,
and several
and several
respondents
respondents
from thefrom
populous
the populous
Indian Indian
market said
market
conditions
said conditions
there were
there
“soft
were
and
“soft
difficult”.
and difficult”.
The specific
The specific
Banana Banana
Skins are
Skins
several.
are several.

Inflation.
Inflation.
Rising prices
Rising are
prices
becoming
are becoming
a globala problem,
global problem,
with a potentially
with a potentially
heavy heavy
impact on
impact
insurance
on insurance
portfolios,
portfolios,
particularly
particularly
on the life
on the
side.life
The
side.
chairman
The chairman
of a large
of a large
UK pension
UK pension
fund said:
fund“The
said:future
“The course
future of
course
inflation
of inflation
is unknown
is unknown
and dangerous
and dangerous
territory”.
territory”.

Inflation
Inflation
trends
trends
are ominous
are ominous

Growth.
Growth.
Persistently
Persistently
weak economic
weak economic
conditions
conditions
would would
be bad benews
bad for
news
the for the
insurance
insurance
sector assector
it struggles
as it struggles
out of one
out of
of its
onecyclical
of its cyclical
downturns.
downturns.
WorriesWorries
about about
the levelthe
oflevel
demand
of demand
and the and
“softthe
market”
“soft market”
are strong.
are strong.
Steve Corfield,
Steve Corfield,
head of head
groupof group
actuarialactuarial
developments
developments
at Aviva,
at Aviva,
foresawforesaw
“reduced
“reduced
customer
customer
demanddemand
and
and
persistency
persistency
driven by
driven
austerity
by austerity
measures”.
measures”.
Patrick Patrick
Kelly, internal
Kelly, internal
audit director
audit director
at
at
ACE Insurance
ACE Insurance
in Singapore,
in Singapore,
was concerned
was concerned
about “the
about
impact
“the impact
of global
of financial
global financial
crises oncrises
personal
on personal
credit, which
credit,impacts
which impacts
insurance
insurance
purchase
purchase
at a retail
at level”.
a retail level”.
Instability.
Instability.
The stresses
The stresses
in the eurozone,
in the eurozone,
the Middle
the Middle
East andEast
the and
Far the
EastFar
could
Eaststill
could still
spring nasty
springsurprises:
nasty surprises:
defaults,defaults,
major market
major market
disruption,
disruption,
and long-term
and long-term
structural
structural
change.change.
Also, the
Also,
banking
the banking
system system
is not out
is not
of the
outwoods.
of the woods.
Christopher
Christopher
O'Brien,O'Brien,
directordirector
of the of
Centre
the Centre
for Risk
for and
RiskInsurance
and Insurance
Studies Studies
at the at
University
the University
of
of
Nottingham,
Nottingham,
said that
saidthethat
financial
the financial
climate climate
“will remain
“will remain
fragile, fragile,
and weand
willwe will
continuecontinue
to havetoconcerns
have concerns
about banks,
about banks,
which will
which
lead
willto lead
hesitancy
to hesitancy
about the
about the
prospects
prospects
for a firm
forfinancial
a firm financial
future”.future”.
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4. Investment
4. Investment
performance
performance
(1) (1)
The ability
The of
ability
insurers
of insurers
to earn to
sufficient
earn sufficient
investment
investment
income income
to remain
to profitable
remain profitable
and
and
meet their
meet
liabilities
their liabilities
remainsremains
a pressing
a pressing
issue, though
issue, though
it has been
it haspushed
been pushed
out of its
out of its
previousprevious
top position
top position
by moreby
urgent
moreconcerns
urgent concerns
about the
about
regulatory
the regulatory
onslaught.
onslaught.
A combination
A combination
of economic
of economic
recession,
recession,
historically
historically
low interest
low interest
rates and
ratesnew
and new
sovereign
sovereign
debt fears
debthas
fears
cut has
investment
cut investment
returns returns
at a time
at when
a timeinsurance
when insurance
sales aresales are
also depressed.
also depressed.
With the
With
return
the of
return
inflation
of inflation
now a growing
now a growing
issue, concern
issue, concern
about about
profitability
profitability
is growing.
is growing.
The head
Theofhead
investment
of investment
at a UKatlife
a UK
insurer
life insurer
said: “This
said:is“This is
where much
whereofmuch
the risk
of the
management
risk management
takes place”.
takes place”.

Shocks
Shocks
and and
swings
swings
in thein the
markets
markets

It is notItonly
is not
theonly
volatility
the volatility
of markets
of markets
but the but
shocks
the shocks
and swings.
and swings.
“There “There
are big are big
risks in risks
asset in
values,
asset values,
and in yields.
and in yields.
In theseIneconomic
these economic
conditions,
conditions,
variations
variations
can be can be
exceptionally
exceptionally
large and
large
sudden,
and sudden,
offeringoffering
no opportunity,
no opportunity,
or insufficient
or insufficient
opportunity,
opportunity,
for counteracting
for counteracting
action”,action”,
according
according
to a pension
to a pension
sector respondent.
sector respondent.
There is
There
also isa also
regulatory
a regulatory
question:
question:
whetherwhether
new solvency
new solvency
rules onrules
so-called
on so-called
“admissibility”
“admissibility”
will limit
willthe
limit
range
the ofrange
investments
of investments
that insurance
that insurance
companies
companies
can
can
make, forcing
make, forcing
them into
them
an expensive
into an expensive
portfolioportfolio
rebalancing
rebalancing
exercise.exercise.
The concerns
The concerns
are particularly
are particularly
strong on
strong
the on
life the
sidelife
which
side relies
whichon
relies
investment
on investment
income income
to fund toitsfund
products:
its products:
savings,savings,
pensions,
pensions,
annuities.
annuities.
An actuary
An actuary
with a large
with a large
Japanese
Japanese
life insurer
life insurer
said: “The
said:current
“The current
low interest
low interest
rate environment
rate environment
and theand the
shortageshortage
of longofterm
longbonds
term will
bonds
pose
willchallenges
pose challenges
to asset/liability
to asset/liability
management.
management.
Furthermore,
Furthermore,
life insurers
life insurers
will struggle
will struggle
to cometoout
come
without
attractive
with attractive
productsproducts
as in theas in the
past, such
past,
as such
endowment,
as endowment,
whole life
whole
and life
annuity
and annuity
plans”. plans”.
‘Risks beyond
‘Risks beyond
the industry’s
the industry’s
control’control’
The demise
The demise
of our industry
of our industry
will not come
will notfrom
come
thefrom
collapse
the collapse
of one or
oftwo
onereor two reinsurersinsurers
but frombut
another
from another
financialfinancial
cataclysm
cataclysm
of the kind
of the
thatkind
culminated
that culminated
in
in
the financial
the financial
meltdown
meltdown
of September
of September
2008. These
2008.are
These
risksare
beyond
risks beyond
the
the
control of
control
our industry
of our industry
unless –unless
and this
– and
is probably
this is probably
a vain hope
a vain
– the
hope – the
collective
collective
investment
investment
arms of arms
the insurance
of the insurance
industryindustry
can lay can
down
layrules
down
to rules
the to the
capital markets
capital markets
regarding
regarding
what they
what
canthey
andcan
cannot
and do
cannot
with do
ourwith
money.
our money.
Insurance
Insurance
company
company
CEO CEO
Middle East
Middle East

Especially
Especially
at risk are
at risk
products
are products
which guarantee
which guarantee
long-term
long-term
returns.returns.
One respondent
One respondent
commented:
commented:
“Problems
“Problems
remain dire.
remain
I don't
dire. know
I don'thow
know
anyone
how anyone
can offer
can
many
offerofmany
the of the
long-term
long-term
investment
investment
productsproducts
still on sale
still on
with
sale
a decent
with a conscience”.
decent conscience”.
In Singapore,
In Singapore,
the CEO
theofCEO
a life
of company
a life company
agreed: agreed:
“Long-term
“Long-term
capital capital
guarantees
guarantees
are certainly
are certainly
creatingcreating
the biggest
the biggest
risk andrisk
have
and
ledhave
to the
ledfailure
to the of
failure
companies
of companies
in the past.
in the
Many
past. Many
people see
people
natural
see disasters
natural disasters
or events
orlike
events
SARS
likeas
SARS
a keyasrisk,
a key
butrisk,
the financial
but the financial
risks risks
companies
companies
take on take
the investment
on the investment
side areside
significantly
are significantly
larger”. larger”.
The investment
The investment
squeezesqueeze
could also
couldhurt
also
thehurt
non-life
the non-life
side. Aside.
director
A director
of a large
of a large
international
international
brokerage
brokerage
observed:
observed:
“In the “In
medium
the medium
term, it term,
is difficult
it is difficult
to see how
to see
a how a
capacity-driven
capacity-driven
soft market
soft market
can sustain
can sustain
rising claims
rising costs
claimswithout
costs without
the propthe
of prop
high of high
investment
investment
returns”.returns”.
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5. Natural
5. Natural
catastrophes
catastrophes
(22) (22)
The reasons
The reasons
for the for
sharp
therise
sharp
in this
rise risk
in this
arerisk
sadly
aretoo
sadly
familiar.
too familiar.
After a After
stringaofstring of
ultra-severe
ultra-severe
events, events,
the catastrophe
the catastrophe
insurance
insurance
businessbusiness
is suffering
is suffering
from the
from
afterthe aftershocks. shocks.
A director
A director
at a leading
at a leading
international
international
brokingbroking
firm said:
firm“We
said:seem
“Wetoseem
be to be
experiencing
experiencing
another another
‘one in a‘one
hundred
in a hundred
year event’
yearevery
event’six
every
months”.
six months”.
WhetherWhether
or not recent
or not disasters
recent disasters
signal asignal
new phase
a newofphase
global
of seismic
global seismic
activity,activity,
the
the

costs are
costs
rising
are because
rising because
of the places
of the they
placesarethey
striking.
are striking.
A leading
A leading
P&C P&C
Has catastrophe
Has catastrophe damagedamage
insurer insurer
in NewinZealand
New Zealand
said thatsaid
catastrophe
that catastrophe
events “have
events greater
“have greater
impact impact
due to due to
risk been
risk been
increased
increased
population
population
density density
and increased
and increased
values atvalues
risk”.at risk”.
underpriced?
underpriced?
Geographically,
Geographically,
concerns
concerns
about these
aboutrisks
these
were
riskshighest
were highest
in the Far
in the
East/Pacific
Far East/Pacific
and
and
North America,
North America,
and, within
and, within
the industry,
the industry,
among among
the non-life,
the non-life,
reinsurance
reinsurance
and
and
LondonLondon
markets,markets,
as mightasbe
might
expected.
be expected.
Several Several
respondents
respondents
thoughtthought
another another
major major
event inevent
the US
in was
the US
due.was due.

As to the
As impact
to the impact
on the on
industry,
the industry,
some observed
some observed
that catastrophe
that catastrophe
risk hadrisk
been
had been
heavily heavily
underpriced
underpriced
due to due
the intensity
to the intensity
of competition
of competition
in the sector.
in the sector.
This was
This was
enlarging
enlarging
the impact
the impact
of claims
of and
claims
reducing
and reducing
the availability
the availability
of reinsurance
of reinsurance
cover. cover.
Companies’
Companies’
reserving
reserving
policiespolicies
were also
were
questioned.
also questioned.
The head
Theofhead
reinsurance
of reinsurance
at a
at a
large European
large European
insurer insurer
saw thesaw
riskthe
of “insufficient
risk of “insufficient
reserving
reserving
due to the
duelow
to the
rates,
low rates,
and thusand
an thus
inadequacy
an inadequacy
of fundsofamong
funds property
among property
insurers”.
insurers”.
The indirect
The indirect
impact could
impactalso
could
be also
severe.
be severe.
If the Japanese
If the Japanese
‘quake and
‘quake
the and
nuclear
the nuclear
fall- fallout hit out
economic
hit economic
confidence
confidence
more widely,
more widely,
the insurance
the insurance
sector would
sector certainly
would certainly
be
be
affected.affected.
The CEO
TheofCEO
a Japanese
of a Japanese
insurance
insurance
subsidiary
subsidiary
said that
said
“confidence
that “confidence
in
in
Japanese
Japanese
insurersinsurers
has been
hasshaken
been shaken
by an earlier
by an downgrade
earlier downgrade
and another
and another
potentialpotential
downgrade
downgrade
broughtbrought
on by the
onrecent
by theearthquake
recent earthquake
and tsunami”.
and tsunami”.
However,
However,
there was
there
also
wasa group
also a of
group
respondents
of respondents
who feltwho
thatfelt
thethat
spontaneous
the spontaneous
responseresponse
to natural
to natural
disastersdisasters
should be
should
checked.
be checked.
As one As
of them
one ofpointed
them pointed
out, “We
out, “We
shouldn't
shouldn't
get over-worried
get over-worried
by recent
byevents
recent which
events–which
while –they
while
remind
they remind
us that major
us that major
disastersdisasters
can andcan
do and
cost do
money
cost money
– also suggest
– also suggest
that much
thatofmuch
the strain
of theinevitably
strain inevitably
falls onfalls
governments”.
on governments”.
John Smith,
John Smith,
company
company
actuary actuary
at Fidelity
at Fidelity
Life in Life
Newin New
Zealand,Zealand,
a country
a country
with itswith
shareitsofshare
catastrophes,
of catastrophes,
said that
said
“although
that “although
rates may
rates may
increase,increase,
90 per cent
90 per
of cent
business
of business
is yearlyis renewable
yearly renewable
term (YRT)
term so
(YRT)
the cost
so the
cancost
be can be
passed passed
onto policyholders”.
onto policyholders”.
At Lloyd’s,
At Lloyd’s,
one underwriter
one underwriter
took a took
very ahard-nosed
very hard-nosed
view: “There
view: “There
seems seems
to be an
to be
increased
an increased
incidence
incidence
[of catastrophes],
[of catastrophes],
creatingcreating
uncertainty,
uncertainty,
so beneficial”.
so beneficial”.

6. Talent
6. Talent
(-) (-)
Human Human
capital is
capital
included
is included
in the Insurance
in the Insurance
BananaBanana
Skins survey
Skins for
survey
the for
firstthe
time
first time
this yearthis
since
yearit since
is emerging
it is emerging
as an issue
as anforissue
the sector.
for the The
sector.
factThe
thatfact
it came
that itincame
the in the
Top TenTop
shows
Tenitshows
has some
it hasurgency.
some urgency.
The reason
The is
reason
scarcity.
is scarcity.
Talent isTalent
in short
is insupply
short through
supply through
much ofmuch
the industry,
of the industry,
both both
as to type
as toand
typegeography.
and geography.
Respondents
Respondents
from markets
from markets
as varied
as varied
as Canada,
as Canada,
Switzerland,
Switzerland,
the Gulf,
theIndia,
Gulf,Singapore,
India, Singapore,
South Africa
South and
Africa
Australia
and Australia
complained
complained
of
of
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the difficulty
the difficulty
of finding
of finding
– and retaining
– and retaining
– good staff.
– goodA staff.
respondent
A respondent
from thefrom
Far the
EastFar East
put it bluntly:
put it bluntly:
“There is
“There
an insufficient
is an insufficient
talent pool
talent
in pool
Asia”.
in Asia”.
Some of
Some
the ofstrongest
the strongest
concernsconcerns
were voiced
were voiced
in London,
in London,
the centre
the centre
of the of the
international
international
insurance
insurance
industry.industry.
A mainAboard
maindirector
board director
of one of the
onelarge
of thebrokers
large brokers
spoke ofspoke
“a war
of for
“a war
talent”.
for talent”.
David Thomson,
David Thomson,
directordirector
of policy
ofand
policy
public
andaffairs
public ataffairs at
the Chartered
the Chartered
Insurance
Insurance
InstituteInstitute
(CII), the
(CII),
professional
the professional
body, said
body,
there
saidwas
there
“a was “a
long-term
long-term
danger of
danger
key skills
of keyshortages
skills shortages
in areasinofareas
UK comparative
of UK comparative
advantage,
advantage,
e.g.
e.g.
the London
the London
market;market;
specialist
specialist
areas ofareas
underwriting
of underwriting
etc”. etc”.

Talented
Talented
staff staff
are hard
are hard
to find
to –find
and retain
and retain

The scarcity
The scarcity
is madeisworse
madeby
worse
the flood
by theofflood
new of
regulation
new regulation
which has
which
spawned
has spawned
new new
branchesbranches
of the business
of the business
in areasinlike
areas
regulatory
like regulatory
policy and
policy
compliance.
and compliance.
Many Many
respondents
respondents
said thatsaid
thethat
demands
the demands
of Solvency
of Solvency
II were IIdrawing
were drawing
their best
their
people
best people
away from
away
managing
from managing
the business,
the business,
creatingcreating
shortages
shortages
on that on
sidethat
as well.
side as
The
well.
chief
The chief
risk officer
risk of
officer
a large
of aUK
large
insurer
UK insurer
said thatsaid
there
thathad
there
been
had
“abeen
diversion
“a diversion
of talentoftotalent to
managing
managing
the regulatory
the regulatory
risk, potentially
risk, potentially
to the to
detriment
the detriment
of oversight
of oversight
of the of the
–commercial
commercial
challenges”.
challenges”.
A further
A further
problemproblem
flagged flagged
by some
by respondents
some respondents
was poor
wastraining.
poor training.
A Lloyd’s
A Lloyd’s
managermanager
said there
saidwas
there
“decreasing
was “decreasing
quality quality
coming coming
out of education,
out of education,
a reduction
a reduction
in
in
on-job on-job
trainingtraining
and apprenticeships.
and apprenticeships.
Also, insurance
Also, insurance
is not seen
is notasseen
an attractive
as an attractive
career”.career”.
Some respondents
Some respondents
blamed blamed
talent shortages
talent shortages
on the fact
on the
thatfact
insurance
that insurance
had a had a
poor reputation.
poor reputation.
Jean-Louis
Jean-Louis
Reynaert,
Reynaert,
risk manager
risk manager
at AG Insurance
at AG Insurance
in Belgium,
in Belgium,
said thesaid
industry
the industry
was “often
wasviewed
“often viewed
as boring
as and
boring
non-innovative”.
and non-innovative”.

7. Long
7. Long
tail liabilities
tail liabilities
(10) (10)
Long tail
Long
liabilities
tail liabilities
(very unlikely
(very unlikely
losses, losses,
or onesorwhich
ones take
whicha take
long atime
longtotime to
materialise),
materialise),
are seenare
to seen
be a to
growing
be a growing
risk, partly
risk,because
partly because
of recent
of events
recent such
events
as such as
natural natural
disastersdisasters
and theand
financial
the financial
crisis, but
crisis,
alsobut
because
also because
the regulatory
the regulatory
climate climate
is
is
becoming
becoming
more exacting
more exacting
about the
about
waythe
insurance
way insurance
companies
companies
managemanage
the reserves
the reserves
they hold
they
against
hold against
them. them.
MicheleMichele
Hengen,Hengen,
chief risk
chief
officer
risk at
officer
The Co-operators
at The Co-operators
in Canada,
in Canada,
said thatsaid
“events
that “events
that used
that
to used
be considered
to be considered
as tail events
as tail (e.g.
events
major
(e.g.storm
majorloss,
storm
economic
loss, economic
crisis) are
crisis) are
occurring
occurring
with greater
with frequency.
greater frequency.
There may
There
be may
increased
be increased
awareness
awareness
of the risk,
of the
butrisk, but
it was itpresent
was present
from the
from
beginning”.
the beginning”.
ThomasThomas
Weist, Weist,
vice-president
vice-president
of Tokio
of Tokio
Millennium
Millennium
Re in Bermuda,
Re in Bermuda,
said thatsaid
thethat
traditional
the traditional
way to way
deal to
with
deal
extreme
with extreme
risks risks
was to was
diversify
to diversify
into different
into different
lines and
lines
geographies.
and geographies.
“But since
“Butthese
since‘rare
theseand
‘rare and
independent’
independent’
events continue
events continue
to occurtomore
occurfrequently
more frequently
than expected,
than expected,
this strategy
this strategy
is
is
not working
not working
well.” well.”
Respondents
Respondents
noted a noted
number
a number
of areasofwhere
areaslong
where
taillong
risktail
seems
risktoseems
be growing:
to be growing:
the
the
fall-out fall-out
from the
from
financial
the financial
crisis where
crisis claims
where are
claims
stillare
going
still through
going through
the courts,
the courts,
growinggrowing
litigiousness
litigiousness
of society
of society
at large,atlongevity,
large, longevity,
and a revival
and a revival
of concern
of concern
about about
radiationradiation
following
following
the Japanese
the Japanese
nuclear nuclear
meltdown.
meltdown.
The essential
The essential
questionquestion
is how isinsurance
how insurance
companies
companies
reserve reserve
against against
long tail
long tail
liabilities:
liabilities:
have they
have
understood
they understood
the risksthe
and
risks
set and
enough
set enough
aside toaside
covertothem?
cover them?
This This
area will
area
soon
willcome
soonunder
comethe
under
requirements
the requirements
of Solvency
of Solvency
II whichII are
which
likely
aretolikely
be to be
more rigorous
more rigorous
and therefore
and therefore
more costly.
more costly.
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8. Corporate
8. Corporate
governance
governance
(17) (17)
Although
Although
the risksthe
in risks
corporate
in corporate
governance
governance
are seenare
to seen
have to
risen
have
quite
risen
sharply
quite sharply
since since
the last the
survey,
last survey,
the tonethe
of tone
the responses
of the responses
suggested
suggested
that much
thatwork
muchis work
beingisdone
being
to done to
strengthen
strengthen
this once
thisnotoriously
once notoriously
weak area.
weakInarea.
a comment
In a comment
that reflected
that reflected
many ofmany of
them, athem,
non-executive
a non-executive
directordirector
of a large
of aUK
large
insurance
UK insurance
company
company
said there
saidhad
there had
recentlyrecently
been “abeen
major
“a improvement
major improvement
in the understanding
in the understanding
of the need
of theforneed
good
for good
governance”.
governance”.
Much ofMuch
this has
of this
beenhas
achieved
been achieved
under pressure
under pressure
from regulators
from regulators
in manyinparts
many
ofparts
the of the
world. Polys
world.Michaelides,
Polys Michaelides,
general general
managermanager
of LaikiofCyprialife
Laiki Cyprialife
in Cyprus,
in Cyprus,
said thatsaid that
“increased
“increased
cross-border
cross-border
regulation,
regulation,
especially
especially
in the in
eurozone,
the eurozone,
has helped
has helped
to
to
improveimprove
accountability
accountability
and uniformity
and uniformity
amongstamongst
differentdifferent
jurisdictions”.
jurisdictions”.

Governance
Governance
is is
becoming
becoming
a
a
regulatory
regulatory
risk risk

However
However
the rising
therisk
rising
is now
risk regulatory:
is now regulatory:
the costthe
of cost
implementing
of implementing
new rules,
newand
rules, and
the penalties
the penalties
for non-compliance.
for non-compliance.
The riskThe
manager
risk manager
of a Lloyd’s
of a Lloyd’s
agency agency
said thatsaid that
while overall
while overall
governance
governance
risk was
riskfalling
was falling
“due to“due
improving
to improving
structures
structures
and
and
procedures
procedures
within the
within
organisation,
the organisation,
the likelihood
the likelihood
of regulatory
of regulatory
demands
demands
is rising”.
is rising”.
A similar
A view
similar
was
view
expressed
was expressed
in otherin
jurisdictions.
other jurisdictions.
A minority
A minority
of respondents
of respondents
felt thatfelt
governance
that governance
still hadstill
a long
had way
a long
to go.
wayThe
to go.
head
The head
of groupof risk
group
at arisk
UKatunderwriting
a UK underwriting
group saw
group
“a saw
lack “a
of lack
sufficient
of sufficient
oversight
oversight
and
and
governance
governance
from non-executives
from non-executives
– or insufficient
– or insufficient
high quality
high quality
NEDs NEDs
with with
knowledge
knowledge
of the of
industry
the industry
and an and
ability
an ability
to challenge,
to challenge,
impacting
impacting
[insurers’]
[insurers’]
credibility
credibility
in the markets”.
in the markets”.
Geographically,
Geographically,
this riskthis
scored
risk high
scored
in high
the Middle
in the Middle
East East
and Asia
and
region.
Asia region.
James Portelli,
James Portelli,
executive
executive
vice-president
vice-president
of strategy
of strategy
and planning
and planning
at
at
Oman Insurance
Oman Insurance
in the UAE,
in thesaid
UAE,
thatsaid
companies
that companies
in the area
in the
“have
areayet
“have
to start
yet down
to start down
this roadthis
despite
road despite
the rhetoric
the rhetoric
stating otherwise”.
stating otherwise”.

9. Distribution
9. Distribution
channels
channels
(16) (16)
The management
The management
of distribution
of distribution
channelschannels
– an issue
– anmainly
issue mainly
for the for
life the
industry
life industry
which ranked
which itranked
No. 4it– No.
is a 4fast-rising
– is a fast-rising
concernconcern
due to its
due
cost
to and
its cost
complexity.
and complexity.
There isThere
also the
is also
prospect
the prospect
of majorofregulatory
major regulatory
upheaval
upheaval
in manyincountries,
many countries,
led by led by
initiatives
initiatives
such assuch
the UK’s
as the Retail
UK’s Distribution
Retail Distribution
ReviewReview
(RDR). (RDR).
This will
This
make
will make
distribution
distribution
strategies
strategies
subject subject
to heightened
to heightened
regulatory
regulatory
scrutiny,scrutiny,
which could
which be
could be
costly to
costly
manage.
to manage.
MichaelMichael
Wainwright,
Wainwright,
partner partner
at City atlaw
City
firm
lawEversheds,
firm Eversheds,
said said
there were
there“major
were “major
changeschanges
in storeinforstore
retail
fordistribution
retail distribution
in the UK”.
in the(See
UK”.
No.
(See
18 No. 18
Retail sales
Retail
practices.)
sales practices.)
There are
There
alsoare
technology
also technology
issues: the
issues:
choice
the and
choice
management
and management
of successful
of successful
channelschannels
in today’s
in today’s
competitive
competitive
internetinternet
world where
worldthe
where
shopper
the shopper
has become
has become
more powerful.
more powerful.
Some respondents
Some respondents
felt thatfelt
the that
industry
the industry
was failing
was to
failing
take full
to take
advantage
full advantage
of the new
of the new
possibilities.
possibilities.
According
According
to an insurance
to an insurance
consultant,
consultant,
the life the
industry
life industry
“persists“persists
with with
expectations
expectations
that it can
thatcontinue
it can continue
to sell structured
to sell structured
productsproducts
throughthrough
traditional
traditional
IFA IFA
channels”,
channels”,
Stuart Cliffe,
Stuart chief
Cliffe,
executive
chief executive
of the UK’s
of theNational
UK’s National
Association
Association
of Bankof Bank
and Insurance
and Insurance
Customers
Customers
(NABIC),
(NABIC),
said thatsaid
“more
thatinnovative
“more innovative
use anduse
development
and development
of sales of
channels
sales channels
will be required”.
will be required”.
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The rising
Thecost
rising
of distribution
cost of distribution
is another
is another
concern.concern.
In manyInmarkets,
many markets,
competition
competition
for
for
distribution
distribution
capacitycapacity
is intensifying,
is intensifying,
driving driving
up brokers’
up brokers’
commissions
commissions
and cutting
and cutting
into manufacturers’
into manufacturers’
returns. returns.
Respondents
Respondents
reportedreported
examples
examples
of poaching,
of poaching,
of
of
brokers’brokers’
“cartels”“cartels”
and other
andquestionable
other questionable
practices.
practices.
An actuary
An actuary
in Singapore
in Singapore
said said
that “life
thatinsurers
“life insurers
are aggressively
are aggressively
recruiting
recruiting
insurance
insurance
advisersadvisers
from competitors
from competitors
with lucrative
with lucrative
buy-outsbuy-outs
and offering
and offering
generous
generous
retention
retention
packages.
packages.
ThoughThough
this is athis is a
free economy,
free economy,
this ‘unhealthy’
this ‘unhealthy’
competition
competition
may eventually
may eventually
drive updrive
costsup
and
costs
affect
and affect
customers…”
customers…”
In India,
In K.G.
India,Krishnamoorthy
K.G. Krishnamoorthy
Rao, managing
Rao, managing
directordirector
of Future
of Future
GeneraliGenerali
India Insurance,
India Insurance,
said there
saidwas
there
“a was
lack “aof lack
development
of development
of distribution
of distribution
channelschannels
in rural in
areas,
ruralmaking
areas, making
penetration
penetration
of insurance
of insurance
a biggerachallenge”.
bigger challenge”.

10. Interest
10. Interest
ratesrates
(11) (11)
The lowThe
interest
low interest
rate regime
rate regime
in majorinmarkets
major markets
continues
continues
to be a to
source
be a of
source
concern,
of concern,
particularly
particularly
on the life
on the
sidelife
of the
sidebusiness,
of the business,
though though
the real the
riskreal
liesrisk
in what
lies in
happens
what happens
next: change,
next: change,
or no change.
or no change.
With interest
rates at rates
historically
at historically
low levels
lowfor
levels
fourfor
years
fournow,
yearsinvestment
now, investment
returns returns
HugeHuge
uncertainty
uncertaintyWith interest
are under
are severe
under severe
pressure,
pressure,
which which
is hurting
is hurting
income income
and complicating
and complicating
the
the
about
about
rate trends
rate trendsmanagement
management
of guaranteed
of guaranteed
return products
return products
in the savings
in the savings
field. Afield.
respondent
A respondent
from from
Bermuda
Bermuda
said: “From
said: an
“From
investment
an investment
perspective,
perspective,
we are we
concerned
are concerned
about the
about
lowthe low
interest interest
environment
environment
which will
which
hurtwill
overall
hurt investment
overall investment
returns”.returns”.
But looking
But looking
ahead, eyes
ahead,areeyes
on the
are risk
on the
thatrisk
rising
that inflation
rising inflation
and theand
aftermath
the aftermath
of
of
quantitative
quantitative
easing will
easing
force
willcentral
force banks
centralinbanks
the major
in themarkets
major markets
to increase
to increase
interest interest
rates. This
rates.was
This
described
was described
by several
by several
respondents
respondents
as an area
as an
of area
hugeofuncertainty,
huge uncertainty,
itself a itself
risk. aThe
risk.
main
Theworry
mainisworry
the potential
is the potential
impact impact
of higher
of rates
higher
onrates
bondonprices
bond prices
against against
a background
a background
of weakofeconomic
weak economic
growth growth
and sovereign
and sovereign
debt problems.
debt problems.
Life Life
companies
companies
are particularly
are particularly
at risk. at risk.
However
However
a small anumber
small number
of respondents
of respondents
were more
wererelaxed
more relaxed
about the
about
ratethe
outlook.
rate outlook.
Some thought
Some thought
we werewe“over
werethe
“over
worst”,
the worst”,
and another
and another
said thatsaid
higher
that rates
higherwould
rates would
increaseincrease
the costthe
of capital
cost of and
capital
drive
andsurplus
drive surplus
capacitycapacity
out of the
outmarket,
of the market,
openingopening
the
the
way to firmer
way toprices.
firmer prices.

11. 11.
Political
Political
risk (18)
risk (18)

Political
Political
risksrisks
are increasing
are increasing

20

The sharp
The rise
sharp
in rise
this in
riskthis
reflects
risk reflects
dramaticdramatic
recent events
recent in
events
North
in Africa
North Africa
and
and
growinggrowing
concernsconcerns
about sovereign
about sovereign
risk in Europe,
risk in Europe,
but alsobut
longer
also running
longer running
trends intrends in
the always
the uneasy
always relationship
uneasy relationship
betweenbetween
the worlds
the of
worlds
government
of government
and insurance.
and insurance.
The realThe
concern
real concern
is aboutis the
about
effectiveness
the effectiveness
of government,
of government,
and therefore
and therefore
about about
politicalpolitical
stability.stability.
One respondent
One respondent
said: “Almost
said: “Almost
everywhere
everywhere
there is there
little is
plausible
little plausible
politicalpolitical
leadership;
leadership;
and a relapse
and a relapse
into a double
into a dip
double
recession
dip recession
plus regional
plus regional
pressures
pressures
could bring
coulddown
bringa down
number
a number
of governments,
of governments,
or, as with
or, as
thewith
Democrats
the Democrats
in the US,
in the US,
render them
renderunable
them to
unable
do very
to do
much
veryatmuch
all”. at
The
all”.
Middle
The Middle
East is East
a keyisfocus.
a key One
focus. One
respondent
respondent
commented:
commented:
“It was “It
already
was already
high risk.
highAfter
risk. the
After
Libyan
the Libyan
civil war,
civil
thiswar, this
will increase
will increase
and willandimpact
will impact
on the on
future
the cover
future for
cover
Middle
for Middle
East and
EastArab
and Arab
countries”.
countries”.
But there
Butare
there
alsoare
thealso
travails
the travails
of the eurozone
of the eurozone
with doubts
with doubts
about the
about the
ability of
ability
governments
of governments
to manage
to manage
their affairs.
their affairs.
Although
Although
the leading
the leading
questionquestion
is
is
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financial – will Greece and Co be able to pay their debts? – the essential question is
political: if they have to be bailed out, how will the cost be spread?
Many respondents also saw political risk in the relationship between the insurance
industry and government, always an area of tension. Some issues here are general,
for example the sense that the industry has been caught in the slipstream of the
crackdown on banks. A senior insurance executive in Hong Kong said: “Political
risks are rising as attention moves from banking to other financial services”. The
group tax director of a US insurer said that “punitive tax regimes initiated by
banking issues will impact insurers/reinsurers, reducing ROEs”.
Some countries have specific concerns about political intervention, such as the
medical insurance industry in Australia where new public health policies have
created a serious rift between insurers and the government, or India where much of
the industry is subject to government diktat, and Latvia where the insurance industry
lives with a continuously uncertain tax policy. In Europe and North America, there
was concern that cost-cutting governments would try to force the insurance industry
to take on a greater share of social service provision, though this could also be a
business opportunity.
Managing the cycle
This report coincides with a cyclical downturn in the insurance industry which
has been made worse by global economic uncertainty. Excess capacity on a
grand scale, cut-throat pricing and the entry of new suppliers are all adding to
the intensity of competition. The head of risk and capital at a global insurer
saw “continuing soft market conditions, low investment returns and rising
inflation culminating in the ‘perfect storm’ to lose money and erode balance
sheets”.
For non-life insurers, the biggest risk is that these pressures will prevent them
raising prices to sustainable levels. The director of risk management at a
large US non-life insurer warned that “the insurance industry is competing to
such an extent that it is writing at a loss and will suffer something like the
turbulence it experienced at the end of 2001\beginning of 2002”.
Although the industry has been able to keep its nose above water by drawing
on reserves, this has also put those reserves under closer regulatory and
investor scrutiny. Meanwhile profitability has been squeezed by rising claims,
driven by the economic downturn and the recent spate of natural disasters.
Niche markets are also suffering with a cargo insurer in Latvia observing that
new entrants were driving rates down to “ridiculous” levels.
In Europe, the requirements of Solvency II will oblige many insurers to raise
capital at precisely the point in the cycle where they need to be as capital
efficient as possible to sustain their income and profitability.
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12. Managing
12. Managing
costscosts
(14) (14)
Cost management
Cost management
remainsremains
a strongaconcern
strong concern
in an industry
in an industry
which iswhich
exposed
is exposed
to risingto rising
prices and
prices
claims
and in
claims
manyinmarkets.
many markets.
At the macro
At thelevel,
macrothe
level,
accelerating
the accelerating
pace of pace
inflation
of inflation
worldwide
worldwide
is making
is making
itself felt.
itself felt.
“It’s getting
“It’s getting
more and
more
more
anddifficult
more difficult
to manage
to manage
costs”, costs”,
said a senior
said a insurance
senior insurance
executive
executive
in Malaysia.
in Malaysia.
The gradual
The gradual
economic
economic
recoveryrecovery
is also having
is also an
having
impact,
an impact,
leading leading
to tighter
to markets
tighter markets
in areasinlike
areas
staffing.
like staffing.
In Australia,
In Australia,
a seniora actuary
senior actuary
said said
that “costs
that may
“costs
increase
may increase
due to competition
due to competition
for talent
forand
talent
theand
improving
the improving
macro- macroeconomic
economic
environment”.
environment”.

CostCost
pressures
pressures
are growing
are growing

In specific
In specific
sectors sectors
like health
like and
health
motor
and insurance,
motor insurance,
costs are
costs
rising
are well
risingabove
well above
inflation.
inflation.
AnthonyAnthony
Connon,Connon,
chief financial
chief financial
officer officer
of Australian
of Australian
Unity Limited,
Unity Limited,
pointed pointed
to “the to
inexorable
“the inexorable
increaseincrease
in costsinascosts
further
as further
advances
advances
in medical
in medical
science science
enable people
enable to
people
stay alive
to stay
longer
alivefor
longer
yet another
for yet another
procedure”.
procedure”.
AnotherAnother
specialist
specialist
area area
where costs
whereare
costs
rising
are isrising
reinsurance
is reinsurance
as a consequence
as a consequence
of the of
recent
the wave
recent ofwave of
disasters.
disasters.
The costThe
of distribution
cost of distribution
is also rising
is alsoinrising
manyinmarkets.
many markets.
But theBut
big the
costbig
pressure
cost pressure
comes from
comesa from
quarter
a quarter
which iswhich
moreisdifficult
more difficult
to control:
to control:
regulation.
regulation.
Many respondents
Many respondents
said thatsaid
regulatory
that regulatory
compliance
compliance
had nowhad
become
now become
their their
biggest biggest
cost problem,
cost problem,
with soaring
with soaring
staffing,staffing,
systemssystems
and capital
and resource
capital resource
budgets.budgets.
The corporate
The corporate
strategist
strategist
at a large
at UK
a large
composite
UK composite
group wondered:
group wondered:
“Given “Given
the coststhe costs
of regulation
of regulation
and the and
increasing
the increasing
levels oflevels
backing
of backing
capital, capital,
can the can
industry
the industry
provideprovide
customers
customers
with savings
with savings
productsproducts
they want
theytowant
buy at
to abuy
price
at athat
price
gives
thatbackers
gives backers
a
a
return high
return
enough
high enough
for themfor
tothem
want to
to want
investtoininvest
our industry?”
in our industry?”

13. Actuarial
13. Actuarial
assumptions
assumptions
(9) (9)
The quality
The quality
of the assumptions
of the assumptions
used byused
actuaries
by actuaries
to model
to and
model
measure
and measure
risk arerisk
a are a
constantconstant
source source
of debate,
of debate,
and thisandriskthisalways
risk always
throws throws
up sharply
up sharply
conflicting
conflicting
comment
comment
in Banana
in Banana
Skins surveys.
Skins surveys.
This year
This
was
year
no was
exception.
no exception.
The president
The president
of a
of a
life company
life company
in Indonesia
in Indonesia
observed:
observed:
“I’m not
“I’m
surenotwhy
surethis
why
is athis
risk”
is awhile
risk” an
while an
insurance
insurance
consultant
consultant
asked: “Are
asked:actuarial
“Are actuarial
models…becoming
models…becoming
the maintheoperational
main operational
risk?” This
risk?”
riskThis
wasrisk
No.was
4 onNo.
the4regulators’
on the regulators’
list.
list.
In general,
In general,
the responses
the responses
we received
we received
were sceptical
were sceptical
about actuarial
about actuarial
assumptions,
assumptions,
seeing them
seeingasthem
increasingly
as increasingly
remote remote
from developments
from developments
in the “real
in theworld”.
“real world”.
The
The
chief operating
chief operating
officer of
officer
a leading
of a leading
New Zealand
New Zealand
life company
life company
said thatsaid
“generally,
that “generally,
the world
the isworld
moving
is moving
increasingly
increasingly
quickly,quickly,
and so and
the so
validity
the validity
of assumptions
of assumptions
is
is
falling”.falling”.
Elements
Elements
of the changing
of the changing
world include
world include
increased
increased
longevity
longevity
and – for
and
the– EU
for at
theleast
EU at least
– the potentially
– the potentially
huge implications
huge implications
of the Test-Achats
of the Test-Achats
ruling on
ruling
gender.
on gender.
In this In this
landmark
landmark
case, thecase,
European
the European
Court ofCourt
Justice
of ruled
Justicethat
ruled
insurers
that insurers
can no longer
can no take
longer take
gender gender
into account
into account
when pricing
when pricing
insurance
insurance
policies.policies.
The main
Theproducts
main products
affectedaffected
are motor
are insurance,
motor insurance,
life insurance
life insurance
and annuities
and annuities
– which– will
whichrequire
will require
major major
adjustments
adjustments
in pricing.
in pricing.
Many respondents
Many respondents
condemned
condemned
the ruling.
the ruling.
One actuary
One actuary
warned warned
that there
thatwould
there be
would be
greater greater
legal uncertainty,
legal uncertainty,
even market
even market
turmoil,turmoil,
and wondered
and wondered
whetherwhether
the nextthe
step
next step
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would be
would
to outlaw
be to outlaw
discrimination
discrimination
based on
based
age:on
“low
age:likelihood
“low likelihood
but potentially
but potentially
horrendous”.
horrendous”.
Actuarial
Actuarial
assumptions
assumptions
will alsowill
be also
an area
be an
affected
area affected
by the rules
by theofrules
Solvency
of Solvency
II on II on
reserving,
reserving,
making making
them potentially
them potentially
more controversial.
more controversial.
John Pollock,
John Pollock,
executive
executive
directordirector
of protection
of protection
and annuities
and annuities
at Legalat&Legal
General
& General
Group, Group,
said thatsaid
“externally
that “externally
imposedimposed
requirements
requirements
[are] uncertain
[are] uncertain
and lessand
stable
lessthan
stable
internal
than internal
capability”.
capability”.

14. Management
14. Management
quality
quality
(13) (13)
In the first
In the
Insurance
first Insurance
BananaBanana
Skins survey
Skins in
survey
2008,inthe
2008,
poorthequality
poor quality
of insurance
of insurance
management
management
emergedemerged
as the as
No.the
3 risk
No. facing
3 risk the
facing
industry,
the industry,
a rathera shocking
rather shocking
finding.finding.
One respondent
One respondent
described
described
it as “a mixed
it as “abag
mixed
which
bagmay
which
need
may
invigorating”.
need invigorating”.
In the second
In the second
survey in
survey
2009,inhowever,
2009, however,
this concern
this concern
slipped slipped
to No. 13,
to No.
though
13, though
the
the
comments
comments
were still
were
unflattering:
still unflattering:
“Generally
“Generally
poor”, and
poor”,
“Onand
the“On
whole,
the whole,
less than
less than
required”.
required”.

Insurance
Insurance
companies
companies
are are
doing
doing
better
better
than than
banks
banks

This time,
Thisthetime,
ranking
the ranking
of this risk
of this
is little
risk is
changed,
little changed,
and some
andofsome
the comments
of the comments
were were
even flattering,
even flattering,
on the basis
on thethat
basis
insurance
that insurance
companies
companies
had, with
had,
some
withexceptions,
some exceptions,
come through
come through
the financial
the financial
crisis a crisis
lot better
a lotthan
better
thethan
banks.
the banks.
“Surprisingly
“Surprisingly
good, good,
given the
given
challenges”
the challenges”
said an insurance
said an insurance
company
company
finance finance
director.director.
Some respondents
Some respondents
also attributed
also attributed
the better
the performance
better performance
to moreto disciplined
more disciplined
regulation
regulation
and training.
and training.
One Lloyd’s
One Lloyd’s
risk manager
risk manager
said he said
had seen
he had
an seen
improvement
an improvement
“due to“due
increased
to increased
governance
governance
and regulatory
and regulatory
requirements
requirements
on firms”.
on firms”.
A senior
A senior
executive
executive
with a Swiss
with alife
Swiss
company
life company
said there
saidhad
there
alsohad
been
alsoa been
shift “away
a shift from
“away from
short term
short
profit
termtoprofit
long term
to long
focus”.
term focus”.
But the But
increasing
the increasing
demandsdemands
of regulation
of regulation
may also
may
be also
having
be ahaving
damaging
a damaging
effect on
effect on
management
management
quality, quality,
by bogging
by bogging
it downitwith
down
uninspiring
with uninspiring
issues like
issues
Solvency
like Solvency
II,
II,
and sapping
and sapping
its energy
its on
energy
non-productive
on non-productive
tasks. An
tasks.
actuary
An actuary
with onewith
of the
onelarge
of the
UK
large UK
non-lifenon-life
companies
companies
saw management
saw management
issues becoming
issues becoming
more problematic
more problematic
“as top “as top
managers
managers
may be may
put off
be by
putrising
off byregulatory
rising regulatory
intervention”.
intervention”.
In the regional
In the regional
markets,markets,
securingsecuring
good quality
good management
quality management
remainsremains
particularly
particularly
problematic.
problematic.

15. Risk
15. Risk
management
management
(6) (6)
Is risk
Is risk
management
management
improving?
improving?

The striking
The striking
fall in fall
the in
ranking
the ranking
of this of
Banana
this Banana
Skin reflects
Skin reflects
the fact,theasfact,
one as one
respondent
respondent
said, that
said,
“risk
that
management
“risk management
is improving
is improving
fast”. The
fast”.
industry’s
The industry’s
capability
capability
in this in
field
thishas
field
certainly
has certainly
been severely
been severely
tested in
tested
the in
lastthe
2-3last
years,
2-3 and
years,
has,
and has,
arguably,
arguably,
come out
come
better
outthan
better
thethan
banks’.
the banks’.
But theBut
story
theis story
not over.
is notNew
over.regulatory
New regulatory
initiatives,
initiatives,
particularly
particularly
Solvency
Solvency
II, will II, will
raise theraise
bar the
considerably
bar considerably
for insurance
for insurance
risk management,
risk management,
a point anoted
pointby
noted
a large
by a large
numbernumber
of respondents.
of respondents.
One ofOne
themof said:
them “Solvency
said: “Solvency
II is driving
II is driving
a step a step
improvement
improvement
change change
within the
within
industry”,
the industry”,
though though
Solvency
Solvency
II couldII itself
couldbring
itself bring
about unwelcome
about unwelcome
changes,changes,
such as such
an over-mechanistic
as an over-mechanistic
approach
approach
in an industry
in an industry
with with
a stronga“seat
strong
of“seat
the pants”
of thetradition.
pants” tradition.
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TypicalTypical
here would
herebe
would
an over-reliance
be an over-reliance
on models
on models
and “quant”
and “quant”
mathematics.
mathematics.
George George
Tyrakis,Tyrakis,
an analyst
an analyst
at Aon, at
said
Aon,
thatsaid
“asthat
the push
“as the
forpush
internal
for internal
models models
under Solvency
under Solvency
II intensifies,
II intensifies,
risk managers
risk managers
and underwriters
and underwriters
may start
may
to place
start tomore
placereliance
more reliance
on the on the
model and
model
lessand
on less
judgement”.
on judgement”.
The head
Theofhead
the life
of the
business
life business
at an international
at an international
reinsurance
reinsurance
group was
group
concerned
was concerned
that regulation
that regulation
would create
would “pressures
create “pressures
to ‘avoid
to ‘avoid
risk’ rather
risk’ than
rather‘manage
than ‘manage
risk’, where
risk’, the
where
latter
theshould
latter should
be fundamental
be fundamental
for thisfor this
industry”.
industry”.

16. Reputation
16. Reputation
(15) (15)

The industry
The industry
image
image
is still
is still
tarnished
tarnished

Reputation
Reputation
risk hasrisk
been
hasmore
been ofmore
an issue
of an for
issue
the for
banks
the than
banksthethan
insurance
the insurance
companies
companies
in the last
in the
couple
last couple
of years.
of But
years.
now
But
that
now
normality
that normality
is returning
is returning
to the to the
financialfinancial
markets,markets,
more deep-seated
more deep-seated
reputational
reputational
issues for
issues
the for
insurance
the insurance
industryindustry
are beginning
are beginning
to appear
to as
appear
well.as well.
One is “brand
One is “brand
contamination”,
contamination”,
the riskthe
thatrisk
thethat
insurance
the insurance
sector will
sector
endwill
up end
being
up being
tarred with
tarredthewith
same
thebrush
same asbrush
the banks,
as the and
banks,
willand
suffer
will the
suffer
same
thepolitical
same political
and
and
regulatory
regulatory
comeback.
comeback.
For many
Forrespondents,
many respondents,
this is already
this is already
happening.
happening.
“Punitive
“Punitive
taxes” were
taxes”
being
wereextended
being extended
to insurers,
to insurers,
and regulators
and regulators
were “seeking
were “seeking
their revenge”,
their revenge”,
they said.
they said.

‘The lack
‘The
of lack
desire
of to
desire
pay claims…’
to pay claims…’
Reputational
Reputational
risk is without
risk is without
doubt the
doubt
key the
areakey
that
area
will that
threaten
will threaten
the insurance
the insurance
industryindustry
in the foreseeable
in the foreseeable
future. The
future.
lackThe
of clarity
lack ofabout
clarityexclusionary
about exclusionary
language,
language,
the lackthe
of desire
lack ofby
desire
insurers
by insurers
to pay claims
to payas
claims
a result
as aofresult of
flood/water
flood/water
damage,
damage,
and general
and general
procrastination
procrastination
in policyinwordings,
policy wordings,
plus theplus the
complete
complete
lack of an
lack
Industry
of an Industry
Body that
Body
hasthat
realhas
power,
real will
power,
all result
will allinresult in
policyholders
policyholders
continuing
continuing
to view this
to view
industry
this industry
as an unprofessional
as an unprofessional
group group
without without
gravitas.gravitas.
Confidence
Confidence
will continue
will continue
to slide to
and
slide
the and
number
the number
of thoseof those
who choose
who choose
to self-insure
to self-insure
will increase.
will increase.
GeneralGeneral
manager
manager
Australian
Australian
reinsurance
reinsurance
company
company

WhetherWhether
or not they
or not
deserve
they deserve
this fate,this
insurers
fate, insurers
are sensitive
are sensitive
about their
about
public
theirimage
public image
after theafter
many
thecontroversies
many controversies
of recent
of decades,
recent decades,
particularly
particularly
on the life
on the
side.lifeInside.
the In the
Netherlands,
Netherlands,
Mark Vlaminckx,
Mark Vlaminckx,
managermanager
of valueofmanagement
value management
at Eureko,
at Eureko,
said thatsaid that
“winning
“winning
back theback
trustthe
of trust
consumers”
of consumers”
was key.
was
In key.
Singapore,
In Singapore,
the CEO
theofCEO
a large
of a large
composite
composite
insurer said
insurer
thatsaid
the that
industry
the industry
“continues
“continues
to suffertofrom
suffer
a lack
fromofa trust
lack of
andtrust and
insufficient
insufficient
transparency.
transparency.
There must
There
bemust
a concerted
be a concerted
drive todrive
put the
to customer
put the customer
first”. first”.
In SouthInAfrica,
South Africa,
Izak Smit,
Izakmanaging
Smit, managing
executive
executive
of AbsaofLife,
Absa
said
Life,
thatsaid
“churning
that “churning
of
of
life policies
life policies
due to upfront
due to upfront
commission
commission
is leading
is leading
to reputational
to reputational
damagedamage
and further
and further
regulation”.
regulation”.
On the On
non-life
the non-life
side, the
side,
management
the management
of claims
of claims
is also isa also
controversial
a controversial
issue. issue.
Respondents
Respondents
from Australia
from Australia
and New
and
Zealand
New Zealand
said thatsaid
the that
industry’s
the industry’s
poor response
poor response
to recent
to recent
catastrophes
catastrophes
“is causing
“is causing
great problems
great problems
in the inrelationship
the relationship
with with
policyholders
policyholders
and government
and government
etc.”, according
etc.”, according
to an insurance
to an insurance
company
company
director.director.
In
In
Latvia, Latvia,
the CEO
theofCEO
one of the
one country’s
of the country’s
leading leading
brokers brokers
said there
saidwas
there
“a was
lack “a
of lack of
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will to pay
will claims”.
to pay claims”.
Many respondents
Many respondents
broughtbrought
up the problem
up the problem
of underinsurance,
of underinsurance,
blamingblaming
it on theitconsumer’s
on the consumer’s
mistrustmistrust
of insurance
of insurance
companies.
companies.
Although
Although
new regulatory
new regulatory
initiatives
initiatives
are designed
are designed
to deal towith
dealmany
with of
many
theseof these
problems,
problems,
there is there
also aisfear
alsoina some
fear inquarters
some quarters
that theythat
will
they
merely
will add
merely
to insurers’
add to insurers’
costs which
costswill
which
be passed
will be on
passed
to theonconsumer,
to the consumer,
tarnishing
tarnishing
the industry
the industry
still further.
still further.

17. Back
17. Back
officeoffice
(24) (24)
This Banana
This Banana
Skin is Skin
risingis because
rising because
of the burdens
of the burdens
placed placed
on backonoffices
back offices
and
and
systemssystems
– already
– already
creakingcreaking
– by the–weight
by the of
weight
increased
of increased
regulation.
regulation.

Operational
Operational
risk risk
is returning
is returning
to the
tofore
the fore

Insurance
Insurance
back offices
back offices
have long
have
been
longproblem
been problem
areas: overstretched,
areas: overstretched,
underfunded,
underfunded,
and seen
andasseen
low aspriority
low priority
by senior
by senior
management.
management.
A German
A German
insurer insurer
said: said:
“Operational
“Operational
risk hasrisk
in the
hasrecent
in theyears
recentnot
years
beennot
in been
the focus
in theoffocus
insurers,
of insurers,
althoughalthough
it
it
ultimately
ultimately
might be
might
one of
be the
onemost
of thesignificant
most significant
and challenging
and challenging
risks”. From
risks”.Hong
From Hong
Kong, another
Kong, another
respondent
respondent
observed
observed
that thisthatwasthis“anwas
enduring
“an enduring
problemproblem
being being
addressed
addressed
only slowly”.
only slowly”.
The risks
Theidentified
risks identified
by respondents
by respondents
includedincluded
waste, errors,
waste, poor
errors,
data
poor
management,
data management,
fraud, exposure
fraud, exposure
to cybertoattack
cyberand
attack
reputation
and reputation
damage.damage.
In emerging
In emerging
marketsmarkets
many many
of theseofproblems
these problems
are particularly
are particularly
acute. acute.
An insurer
An insurer
in Malawi
in Malawi
reportedreported
that “most
that “most
systemssystems
are yet are
to be
yetautomated,
to be automated,
such that
such
claims
that information
claims information
is still being
is stillkept
being kept
manually”.
manually”.
But it was
But particularly
it was particularly
the taskthe
of task
adapting
of adapting
systemssystems
to the more
to thestringent
more stringent
reporting
reporting
requirements
requirements
imposedimposed
by new by
regulation
new regulation
that attracted
that attracted
comment.
comment.
Would these
Wouldforce
these force
throughthrough
much-needed
much-needed
improvement,
improvement,
or merely
or trigger
merely chaos?
trigger Some
chaos?respondents
Some respondents
saw
saw
this becoming
this becoming
“a drain“aondrain
resources”
on resources”
and a challenge
and a challenge
that some
thatfirms
somewould
firms fail.
would fail.
But others
But felt
others
it would
felt it be
would
positive,
be positive,
though though
with plenty
with of
plenty
difficulties
of difficulties
on the way.
on the way.
“Better “Better
systemssystems
are gradually
are gradually
being introduced”,
being introduced”,
said a London-based
said a London-based
insurer,insurer,
and
and
several several
respondents
respondents
said thatsaid
improvements
that improvements
were already
were already
visible. visible.

18. Retail
18. Retail
salessales
practices
practices
(25) (25)

Regulatory
Regulatory
crackdown
crackdown
on on
poorpoor
salessales
practices
practices

The risks
The
in risks
retailinsales
retailpractices
sales practices
are seenare
to seen
have to
risen
haveeven
risen
though
even though
this is an
thisarea
is an area
where insurers
where insurers
have had
have
plenty
hadof
plenty
time of
to time
correct
to the
correct
practices
the practices
that gave
that
them
gavea bad
them a bad
name inname
past in
years.
past The
years.
reason
The is
reason
that the
is that
regulators
the regulators
are nowarehotnow
on hot
the on
tail the
of tail of
insurance
insurance
salesmen,
salesmen,
and bigand
regulatory
big regulatory
changeschanges
are on the
are way.
on the
For
way.
regulators,
For regulators,
this
this
was thewas
No. the
1 risk.
No. 1 risk.
The subject
The subject
is dominated
is dominated
by initiatives
by initiatives
like thelike
UK’s
theRetail
UK’s Distribution
Retail Distribution
ReviewReview
(RDR), (RDR),
a mammoth
a mammoth
six-yearsix-year
exerciseexercise
conducted
conducted
by the Financial
by the Financial
ServicesServices
Authority
Authority
to bringto transparency
bring transparency
to a notoriously
to a notoriously
opaque opaque
area of area
the of
market.
the market.
Measures
Measures
to
to
improveimprove
productproduct
description,
description,
eliminate
eliminate
conflictsconflicts
in the in
sales
the function
sales function
and setand set
professional
professional
standards
standards
are being
areintroduced
being introduced
with a final
with deadline
a final deadline
in 2012.inSimilar
2012. Similar
moves are
moves
afoot
areinafoot
otherinmarkets,
other markets,
for example
for example
the EU’s
theproposed
EU’s proposed
legislation
legislation
for
for
packaged
packaged
retail investment
retail investment
productsproducts
(PRIPS).
(PRIPS).
The finance
The finance
directordirector
of a UKofinsurer
a UK insurer
said thatsaid
“RDR
that could
“RDRhave
could
a big
haveimpact
a big impact
on our business
on our business
as the whole
as thelandscape
whole landscape
of
of
the IFAthe
market
IFA changes”.
market changes”.
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This raises
This big
raises
issues
big as
issues
to the
as ability
to the of
ability
insurance
of insurance
companies
companies
to meettothe
meet
newthe new
demands,
demands,
to handle
to handle
the costs,
the tocosts,
be ready
to be on
ready
time.
onOn
time.
many
On of
many
theseof scores,
these scores,
respondents
respondents
felt thatfelt
insurance
that insurance
companies
companies
lacked clear
lackedstrategies
clear strategies
and would
and not
would
be not be
compliant
compliant
– with expensive
– with expensive
consequences.
consequences.
A regulatory
A regulatory
adviser adviser
said: “Insaid:
the “In
UK the
I UK I
am stillam
unconvinced
still unconvinced
that enough
that enough
firms have
firmsrobust
have strategies
robust strategies
going into
going
RDR
into RDR
reforms”.
reforms”.
Some respondents
Some respondents
saw thissaw
riskthis
stemming
risk stemming
from a culture
from a culture
where the
where
customer
the customer
came came
second second
to profit.
to One
profit.saw
One“a saw
persistence
“a persistence
of product-push
of product-push
sales processes
sales processes
and
and
management”.
management”.
AnotherAnother
said thatsaid
thethat
industry
the industry
needed needed
to adopttostrategies
adopt strategies
of “needsof “needsbased selling”.
based selling”.
It is alsoIt aisgrowing
also a growing
problemproblem
in Chinainwhere
Chinathe
where
president
the president
of a large
of a large
life company
life company
listed mis-selling
listed mis-selling
among among
the main
therisks
mainfacing
risks the
facing
industry
the industry
there. there.
These attitudes
These attitudes
would have
would
to have
be rooted
to be out
rooted
if the
outindustry
if the industry
was ever
was
to ever
eliminate
to eliminate
a
a
self-inflicted
self-inflicted
risk. risk.

19. Complex
19. Complex
instruments
instruments
(8) (8)
ConcernConcern
about the
about
use the
of complex
use of complex
instruments
instruments
by insurance
by insurance
companies
companies
has dropped
has dropped
sharply sharply
for the for
simple
the simple
reason reason
that they
thathave
theybecome
have become
less used
lessfollowing
used following
the
the
disastrous
disastrous
experiences
experiences
of the credit
of thecrisis.
creditItcrisis.
was through
It was through
structured
structured
and derivativeand derivativebased products
based products
that insurance
that insurance
companies
companies
found themselves
found themselves
directlydirectly
exposedexposed
to
to
collapsing
collapsing
financialfinancial
markets.markets.
Simon Groves,
Simon Groves,
head ofhead
internal
of internal
audit ataudit
Hyperion
at Hyperion
Insurance
Insurance
Group, Group,
said they
said
hadthey had
“had their
“had
daytheir
(hopefully)”.
day (hopefully)”.
AnotherAnother
insurance
insurance
company
company
managermanager
said thatsaid
“after
thatthe
“after the
sub-prime
sub-prime
disaster,disaster,
insurance
insurance
companies
companies
have become
have become
more conservative
more conservative
in theirin their
choice of
choice
alternative
of alternative
investments”.
investments”.
A number
A number
of respondents
of respondents
from thefrom
non-life
the non-life
side side
pointed pointed
out thatout
these
thatinstruments
these instruments
were not
were
appropriate
not appropriate
to theirtoline
their
of line
business
of business
anyway,anyway,
and may
and
well
may
become
well become
more difficult
more difficult
to access
to under
accessthe
under
newthe
regulatory
new regulatory
regime.regime.
But theyBut
arethey
stillare
around.
still around.
The chief
Thefinancial
chief financial
officer of
officer
a Czech
of a insurance
Czech insurance
company
company
said thatsaid
structured
that structured
productsproducts
“are still“are
valued
still by
valued
the people
by the who
people
caused
who the
caused
crisis”.
the crisis”.
Some also
Some
sawalso
thesaw
upcoming
the upcoming
solvency
solvency
requirements
requirements
potentially
potentially
openingopening
up a new
up a new
market market
in instruments
in instruments
to mitigate
to mitigate
the effects
the effects
of tougher
of tougher
capital capital
adequacy
adequacy
rules, rules,
which some
whichinsurance
some insurance
companies
companies
might find
might
tempting.
find tempting.

20. Climate
20. Climate
change
change
(28) (28)

The industry
The industry
is is
relaxed
relaxed
about
about
global
global
warming
warming
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ClimateClimate
change change
is seen is
as seen
a lowasorder
a lowrisk
order
by risk
financial
by financial
servicesservices
providers.
providers.
In moreIn more
than tenthan
years
tenofyears
Banana
of Banana
Skins surveys
Skins surveys
of the banking
of the banking
sector, it
sector,
has never
it hascome
never come
higher than
higherNo.15
than in
No.15
the rankings.
in the rankings.
Four years
Four ago,
yearsit ago,
madeit itmade
to No.
it to
4 in
No.the4 in the
Insurance
Insurance
BananaBanana
Skins survey
Skins when
surveyHurricane
when Hurricane
Katrina Katrina
was stillwas
fresh
stillinfresh
people’s
in people’s
minds. But
minds.
after
But
that
after
it plunged,
that it plunged,
and even
and
theeven
recent
thefloods
recent in
floods
Queensland
in Queensland
have nothave not
restoredrestored
its position.
its position.
The responses
The responses
to this survey
to this reflected
survey reflected
a sceptical
a sceptical
attitude attitude
towardstowards
climate climate
change change
among among
a largea segment
large segment
of the of
insurance
the insurance
industry.industry.
“A red“A
herring”
red herring”
said one
said one
respondent
respondent
bluntly.bluntly.
The chief
Theactuary
chief actuary
of a Lloyd’s
of a Lloyd’s
underwriter
underwriter
said thatsaid
“climate
that “climate
change change
exists, but
exists,
all itbut
does
all is
it does
change
is change
risk levels.
risk Itlevels.
is notItfundamental
is not fundamental
to the P&C
to the P&C
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IndustryIndustry
as not much
as nothappens
much happens
on a one-year
on a one-year
basis, which
basis, iswhich
the term
is the
of term
mostofnonmost nonlife policies”.
life policies”.
Nonetheless,
Nonetheless,
many respondents
many respondents
listed climate
listed climate
change change
among their
among
leading
their leading
concerns,
concerns,
including
including
a senioraJapanese
senior Japanese
insurance
insurance
executive
executive
who ranked
who itranked
alongside
it alongside
earthquakes
earthquakes
as the most
as thepressing
most pressing
issue facing
issue the
facing
industry.
the industry.
A seniorA financial
senior financial
regulator
regulator
warned warned
that it would
that it “lead
wouldto“lead
moretonatural
more disasters
natural disasters
and higher
and flood
higherrisk”.
floodAmong
risk”. Among
types oftypes of
insurer,insurer,
this riskthis
ranked
risk ranked
highest highest
with reinsurers
with reinsurers
(No. 12)(No.
who12)
ultimately
who ultimately
bear thebear the
brunt ofbrunt
the losses.
of the losses.
Alice Chapple,
Alice Chapple,
directordirector
of sustainable
of sustainable
financialfinancial
marketsmarkets
at Forum
at for
Forum
the Future,
for the Future,
the
the
green business
green business
group, said
group,that
said
thethat
insurance
the insurance
industryindustry
“will need
“willtoneed
rethink
to rethink
its
its
approach
approach
to thesetolong-term
these long-term
systemicsystemic
risks and
risks
evolve
and new
evolve
business
new business
models models
to take to take
them into
them
account”.
into account”.

21. Reinsurance
21. Reinsurance
(20) (20)
There was
There
little
was
change
little change
in the position
in the position
of reinsurance
of reinsurance
risk despite
risk despite
the massive
the massive
events events
which have
which
rocked
have the
rocked
industry
the industry
over theover
pastthe
year.
past year.

Reinsurers
Reinsurers
bear bear
the brunt
the brunt

The risks
Thehere
risks
arehere
a matter
are a of
matter
perspective.
of perspective.
From the
From
reinsurance
the reinsurance
buyers’ buyers’
point ofpoint of
view, market
view, market
conditions
conditions
remain remain
favourable:
favourable:
capacitycapacity
is broadis and
broad
competitively
and competitively
priced. priced.
The riskThe
is that
risk this
is that
willthis
change
will change
becausebecause
of the catastrophe
of the catastrophe
losses. Edward
losses. Edward
Eadie, chief
Eadie,financial
chief financial
officer of
officer
Fidelity
of Fidelity
Life Assurance
Life Assurance
Company
Company
in New in
Zealand,
New Zealand,
one of the
one countries
of the countries
in question,
in question,
said thatsaid
rates
that“will
ratesdefinitely
“will definitely
increaseincrease
following
following
the Canterbury
the Canterbury
earthquake
earthquake
and other
andglobal
other events
global (e.g.
eventsJapan)”.
(e.g. Japan)”.
Paul Barnicoat,
Paul Barnicoat,
chief financial
chief financial
officer officer
of insurance
of insurance
at Westpac
at Westpac
in Australia,
in Australia,
where floods
where have
floods have
caused caused
large losses,
large said
losses,
thatsaid
“reinsurance
that “reinsurance
costs will
costs
obviously
will obviously
be an issue
be aninissue
this in this
part of the
partworld”.
of the world”.
The availability
The availability
of reinsurance
of reinsurance
could also
couldbealso
affected,
be affected,
particularly
particularly
if the sector
if the sector
suffers suffers
reinsurer
reinsurer
failure, failure,
as someasrespondents
some respondents
thoughtthought
possible.possible.
Linked Linked
to this was
to this was
the issue
the of
issue
credit
of risk:
credit how
risk: secure
how secure
are thearecounterparties
the counterparties
to reinsurance
to reinsurance
transactions?
transactions?
The view
Theis view
different
is different
from thefrom
reinsurance
the reinsurance
seller’s seller’s
point ofpoint
view.ofHere,
view.the
Here,
concern
the concern
is aboutisthe
about
intensity
the intensity
of competition
of competition
and cut-throat
and cut-throat
pricing.pricing.
A senior
A underwriter
senior underwriter
with onewith
of the
onelarge
of theEuropean
large European
reinsurers
reinsurers
saw prices
sawcontinuing
prices continuing
to fall. He
to fall.
saidHe
thatsaid that
“along with
“along
regulatory
with regulatory
changes,changes,
marginsmargins
are narrowing
are narrowing
to a point
to where
a pointprofitability
where profitability
over a cycle
over aseems
cycle more
seemschallenging
more challenging
than ever”.
than Reinsurers
ever”. Reinsurers
are alsoare
bothered
also bothered
by
by
persistent
persistent
questions
questions
over their
over
financial
their financial
strength,strength,
and the and
“power”
the “power”
of the credit
of therating
credit rating
agenciesagencies
which assess
which them.
assess The
them.
chief
Therisk
chief
officer
risk officer
of a Bermuda-based
of a Bermuda-based
reinsurerreinsurer
listed “rating
listed agency
“rating accuracy”
agency accuracy”
as one of
ashis
onetop
of concerns.
his top concerns.

22. Fraud
22. Fraud
(23) (23)
The slight
Therise
slight
in concern
rise in concern
about fraud
aboutand
fraud
other
andtypes
otheroftypes
financial
of financial
crime reflects
crime reflects
the
the
well-known
well-known
phenomenon
phenomenon
that application
that application
and claims
and claims
fraud tends
fraud totends
jumpto injump
a in a
recession.
recession.
This was
Thiswidely
was widely
remarked,
remarked,
though though
with varying
with varying
levels of
levels
intensity.
of intensity.
“Fraud “Fraud
has become
has become
an industry”
an industry”
according
according
to an actuary
to an actuary
in Finland,
in Finland,
but a UK
but a UK
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Insurance
Insurance
fraudfraud
always
always
risesrises
in a recession
in a recession

respondent
respondent
commented:
commented:
“Obviously
“Obviously
up, but up,
given
buteconomic
given economic
circumstances
circumstances
this is this is
not surprising
not surprising
and notand
thatnot
worrying”.
that worrying”.
The region
The with
region
thewith
highest
the highest
level oflevel
concern
of concern
on this risk
on this
wasrisk
Middle
was Middle
East/Asia.
East/Asia.
If anything,
If anything,
concernconcern
is stronger
is stronger
about new
about
types
newoftypes
crimeofbecause
crime because
they arethey
less are
wellless well
understood,
understood,
particularly
particularly
those facilitated
those facilitated
by modern
by modern
technology:
technology:
organised
organised
communication-based
communication-based
crime, cyber
crime,attacks,
cyber attacks,
hacking,hacking,
both as both
they as
affect
theyinsurance
affect insurance
companies
companies
directlydirectly
and theand
risksthethey
risks
insure.
they insure.
One respondent
One respondent
pointed pointed
out thatout
thethat the
proliferation
proliferation
of distribution
of distribution
channelschannels
is another
is another
factor behind
factor the
behind
rise the
in fraud.
rise in fraud.

23. Terrorism
23. Terrorism
(26) (26)
Very mixed
Veryviews
mixedabout
viewsthis
about
risk,this
which
risk,has
which
always
has been
always
lower
beenonlower
the Banana
on the Banana
Skins Skins
scale than
scale
thethan
newspaper
the newspaper
headlines
headlines
suggest suggest
it shouldit be.
should be.
The London
The London
Market Market
had thehad
highest
the highest
concernsconcerns
about it.about
The it.
risk
The
manager
risk manager
of a of a
Lloyd’sLloyd’s
agency agency
saw thesaw
riskthe
rising
risk because
rising because
of “increased
of “increased
instability
instability
in the Arab
in the Arab
world, world,
and change
and change
in regimes
in regimes
to the unknown
to the unknown
and likely
and extremist”,
likely extremist”,
and other
and other
respondents
respondents
pointed pointed
to the large,
to the even
large,growing,
even growing,
numbernumber
of unresolved
of unresolved
conflictsconflicts
around around
the world.
the world.
In Malta,
In Malta,
an insurance
an insurance
company
company
chairman
chairman
felt particularly
felt particularly
exposed:exposed:
“Internationally,
“Internationally,
the main
theconcern
main concern
is the rising
is the risks
risingofrisks
terrorism
of terrorism
and
and
natural catastrophes”.
natural catastrophes”.
But others
But were
othersmore
weresanguine.
more sanguine.
“Insurers
“Insurers
have a have
muchabetter
muchhandle
better on
handle
terrorism
on terrorism
exposures
exposures
than some
than years
someago”
yearssaid
ago”thesaid
director
the director
of risk of
management
risk management
at a USat a US
underwriter.
underwriter.
Others Others
said it was
said “limited
it was “limited
to certain
to certain
geographic
geographic
areas” and
areas”
“onand
the“on the
wane” or
wane”
“excluded
or “excluded
from thefrom
majority
the majority
of contracts”.
of contracts”.
But oneBut
London
one London
underwriter
underwriter
felt thatfelt
insurers
that insurers
were dangerously
were dangerously
underestimating
underestimating
the
the
risk. “The
risk.market
“The market
tends totends
see this
to see
as 'free'
this as
profit;
'free' when
profit;anwhen
eventanoccurs,
event occurs,
the fallout
the fallout
will be interesting”.
will be interesting”.

24. Product
24. Product
development
development
(29) (29)
Although
Although
the insurance
the insurance
industry’s
industry’s
record on
record
product
on product
development
development
attracts attracts
frequentfrequent
criticism,
criticism,
this is not
thisseen
is not
as seen
a high
as risk
a high
area.
riskInarea.
fact, In
thefact,
message
the message
coming coming
throughthrough
responses
responses
is that the
is that
flowthe
of flow
new products
of new products
is likelyistolikely
get worse
to getrather
worsethan
rather
better.
than better.
This is This
because
is because
of the impact
of the impact
of tougher
of tougher
regulation
regulation
and higher
and capital
higher costs.
capitalOne
costs. One
respondent
respondent
said that
said“the
thatindustry
“the industry
is so hamstrung
is so hamstrung
that it that
is unable
it is unable
to reactto react
innovatively
innovatively
or flexibly”.
or flexibly”.
AndreasAndreas
Bachofner,
Bachofner,
directordirector
of the Shires
of thePartnership,
Shires Partnership,
said said
that “modelling
that “modelling
for newforproducts
new products
is difficult,
is difficult,
and theand
impact
the impact
on Solvency
on Solvency
II
II
requirements
requirements
is hardistohard
assess.
to assess.
This could
This lead
couldtolead
evento fewer
even new
fewerproduct
new product
developments”.
developments”.
Even so,Even
the risks
so, the
ofrisks
poor of
innovation
poor innovation
are recognised.
are recognised.
One insurance
One insurance
consultant
consultant
said said
that thethat
industry
the industry
“is not “is
addressing
not addressing
business/operating
business/operating
models models
radicallyradically
enough enough
to
to
meet future
meet customer
future customer
productproduct
and [distribution]
and [distribution]
channelchannel
requirements”.
requirements”.
Other Other
respondents
respondents
were concerned
were concerned
that products
that products
had become
had become
“too commoditised”,
“too commoditised”,
and
and
were failing
were to
failing
offer to
sufficient
offer sufficient
choice or
choice
value.orOne
value.
said
One
thatsaid
“competitors
that “competitors
are quick
are quick
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to copy,tosocopy,
theresois there
a need
is for
a need
continual
for continual
innovation
innovation
to stay ahead
to stayofahead
the pack”.
of the The
pack”. The
chief financial
chief financial
officer officer
of a large
of aBelgian
large Belgian
insurer insurer
saw thesaw
industry
the industry
threatened
threatened
by
by
productsproducts
from banks
fromon
banks
the savings
on the savings
side. side.
In New In
Zealand,
New Zealand,
the managing
the managing
directordirector
of a leading
of a leading
composite
composite
insurer insurer
said thesaid
taskthe task
of the industry
of the industry
there was
there
“towas
develop
“to develop
productsproducts
that are that
meaningful
are meaningful
and affordable
and affordable
in
in
a worldawhere
worldthe
where
consumer
the consumer
is facingisinflation
facing inflation
and recovery
and recovery
from personal
from personal
hardshiphardship
throughthrough
major insurance
major insurance
events”.events”.
Others pointed
Others pointed
to the need
to theforneed
more
forproducts
more products
to
to
suit an ageing
suit an population
ageing population
and a world
and awhere
worldgovernments
where governments
are cutting
are back
cutting
onback
social
on social
services.services.

25. Pollution
25. Pollution
(34) (34)
Pollution
Pollution
risksrisks
are seen
are seen
to beto be
manageable
manageable

Surprisingly,
Surprisingly,
perhaps,perhaps,
after theafter
Gulfthe
of Gulf
Mexico
of Mexico
oil spilloil
andspill
other
andrecent
other disasters,
recent disasters,
this riskthis
comes
risk way
comes
down
waythe
down
list.the
Butlist.
thisBut
is in
thisline
is in
with
lineearlier
with surveys
earlier surveys
where where
pollution
pollution
risk wasrisk
described
was described
as “important
as “important
but containable”.
but containable”.
A broader
A broader
point that
point
emerges
that emerges
from this
from
survey
this is
survey
that underwriting
is that underwriting
risks (egrisks
weather
(eg weather
events, events,
pollution
pollution
etc.) areetc.)
seenareas seen
loweras order
lowerrisks
orderbyrisks
insurance
by insurance
companies
companies
than than
operating
operating
risks (regulation,
risks (regulation,
management,
management,
systemssystems
etc). But
etc).
thatBut
is as
thatit is
should
as it be:
should be:
underwriting
underwriting
risk is their
risk business.
is their business.
Nonetheless,
Nonetheless,
the number
the number
of major
of pollution
major pollution
incidents
incidents
is increasing,
is increasing,
and oneand one
respondent
respondent
said there
said were
there also
were “unknown
also “unknown
costs from
costs contingent
from contingent
businessbusiness
interruption
interruption
and political
and political
scapegoating,
scapegoating,
e.g. Deepwater
e.g. Deepwater
Horizon”.
Horizon”.
The segment
The segment
of
of
the industry
the industry
that hadthat
the had
greatest
the greatest
concernconcern
about this
about
riskthis
wasrisk
reinsurance.
was reinsurance.

26. Managing
26. Managing
mergers
mergers
(31) (31)

MoreMore
mergers
mergers
on the
onway?
the way?

The conditions
The conditions
seem ripe
seem
for ripe
consolidation
for consolidation
in the industry:
in the industry:
a soft market,
a soft market,
rising costs
rising costs
and capital
and requirements,
capital requirements,
and the and
needtheforneed
efficiency
for efficiency
gains. But
gains.
willBut
consolidation
will consolidation
create healthy
create healthy
new entities,
new entities,
or dealsorthat
deals
fail?
that
This
fail?
was
This
onewas
of the
oneTop
of the
TenTop
concerns
Ten concerns
for regulators,
for regulators,
and some
andrespondents
some respondents
were sceptical.
were sceptical.
The finance
The finance
directordirector
of a European
of a European
insurer insurer
said thesaid
industry’s
the industry’s
record on
record
mergers
on mergers
“has never
“hasbeen
never
good,
beenbut
good,
the but
number
the number
of mergers
of mergers
will increase”.
will increase”.
In Norway,
In Norway,
a risk a risk
managermanager
said that
said
“regulatory
that “regulatory
changeschanges
will drive
willM&A
drive activities
M&A activities
withoutwithout
value value
creation,creation,
and create
andbigger
createentities”.
bigger entities”.
But some
Butrespondents
some respondents
did not did
see not
a risk
seeina their
risk inown
their
markets.
own markets.
In NewInZealand,
New Zealand,
a
a
respondent
respondent
said there
saidwas
there
“a was
limited
“a limited
ability to
ability
effectto mergers
effect mergers
due to competition
due to competition
concerns”.
concerns”.
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Preparedness
Preparedness
We asked
Wethe
asked
question:
the question:
“How well
“How
prepared
well prepared
do you do
think
youthe
think
industry
the industry
is to handle
is to handle
the risksthe
you
risks
have
you
identified?”
have identified?”
Respondents
Respondents
could answer:
could answer:
poorly, poorly,
mixed or
mixed
well.or well.

Poorly
8%

Well
Poorly
5%
8%

Well
5%

Mixed
87%

Preparedness
Preparedness
is improving
is improving
–
–
slightly
slightly

Mixed
87%

Eighty Eighty
seven per
seven
centperof cent
the respondents
of the respondents
replied replied
“mixed”,
“mixed”,
usually usually
becausebecause
they they
identified
identified
strengths
strengths
as well asas well
weaknesses
as weaknesses
in the industry,
in the industry,
and within
and their
withinown
their own
organisations.
organisations.
Only five
Only
perfive
centper
thought
cent thought
the industry
the industry
was well
was
prepared,
well prepared,
and 8 per
and 8 per
cent thought
cent thought
it poorlyit prepared.
poorly prepared.
The reasons
The reasons
given for
given
goodforpreparedness
good preparedness
includedincluded
high quality
high quality
management
management
and strategy,
and strategy,
a stronga capital
strong capital
positionposition
and an and
ability
an to
ability to
adapt toadapt
the new
to theregulations.
new regulations.
The reasons
The reasons
for poorforpreparedness
poor preparedness
includedincluded
weak weak
internalinternal
controls,controls,
inadequate
inadequate
risk management,
risk management,
stretched
stretched
financialfinancial
resources,
resources,
and
and
exposure
exposure
to regulatory
to regulatory
risk. risk.
But thisBut
is this
a more
is apositive
more positive
result than
resultthethan
2009
thesurvey
2009 survey
when only
when4 only
per cent
4 per cent
answered
answered
“well”, “well”,
85 per cent
85 per
answered
cent answered
“mixed”“mixed”
and 11 per
andcent
11 per
saidcent
“poorly”.
said “poorly”.
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APPENDIX: The questionnaire

CSFI

CENTRE FOR THE STUDY OF FINANCIAL INNOVATION
5, Derby Street, London W1J 7AB, UK
Tel: +44 (0)20 7493 0173 Fax: +44 (0)20 7493 0190 Email: info@csfi.org.uk

Insurance Banana Skins 2011
We are asking senior insurers and close observers of the financial scene to describe their main concerns about
the insurance industry as they look ahead. We'd be very grateful if you would complete this questionnaire and
return it to us by March 31st 2011
Name

Position

Institution

Country

Which part of the insurance market do you represent?
Broking/intermediary

Life

Reinsurance

Other (please state)

P&C/Non-life

Replies are in confidence, but if you are willing to be quoted in our report, please tick
Question 1. Please describe your main concerns about the risks facing the insurance industry as you look
ahead over the next two to three years.

Please turn over
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Question 2. Here are some areas of risk which have been attracting attention. Looking ahead, how do you rate
their severity, and how do they compare with last year? Use the right hand column to add detail. Add more
risks at the bottom if you wish.
Severity

1=low
5=high

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Trend

Comment

Rising
Steady
Falling

Actuarial assumptions
Back office/systems quality
Capital
Complex instruments
Corporate governance
Distribution channels
Fraud
Insurance industry reputation
Interest rates
Investment performance
Long tail liabilities
Macro-economic trends
Management quality
Managing costs
Managing mergers
Political risks
Product development
Regulation
Reinsurance
Retail sales practices
Risk management techniques
Talent
Climate change
Natural catastrophes
Pollution/contamination
Terrorism

…………………...……………….…………………….……………………...….
…………………...……………….…………………….……………………...….
…………………...……………….…………………….……………………...….
…………………...……………….…………………….……………………...….
…………………...……………….…………………….……………………...….
…………………...……………….…………………….……………………...….
…………………...……………….…………………….……………………...….
…………………...……………….…………………….……………………...….
…………………...……………….…………………….……………………...….
…………………...……………….…………………….……………………...….
…………………...……………….…………………….……………………...….
…………………...……………….…………………….……………………...….
…………………...……………….…………………….……………………...….
…………………...……………….…………………….……………………...….
…………………...……………….…………………….……………………...….
…………………...……………….…………………….……………………...….
…………………...……………….…………………….……………………...….
…………………...……………….…………………….……………………...….
…………………...……………….…………………….……………………...….
…………………...……………….…………………….……………………...….
…………………...……………….…………………….……………………...….
…………………...……………….…………………….……………………...….
…………………...……………….…………………….……………………...….
…………………...……………….…………………….……………………...….
…………………...……………….…………………….……………………...….
…………………...……………….…………………….……………………...….
…………..…

…………………...……………….…………………….……………………...….

…………..…

…………………...……………….…………………….……………………...….

Question 3. How well prepared do you think the industry is to handle the risks you have identified?
Poorly

32

Mixed

Well
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